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INTRODUCTION

The Casper Raw Water Supply System was constructed in the late 1800 I s and
early 1900's to supply water to the City of Gasper for municipal use. This
supply system consists of a diversion structure located on the upper
reaches of Elkhorn Creek, a pipeline fran this point to the casper City
Reservoir located on sage Creek, and a pipeline from this reservoir to the
City of Casper Golf Course facility.

In the early years of existence, this system supplied water for use by the
residents of Casper. In later years, domestic use was abandoned in favor
of irrigat.ion u.se due to the nature of the untreated water. In the 1950's,
the Ci ty of Casper entered into an agreement with the state of Wyoming
Board of Charities and Reform to supply raw water for irrigation purposes
to the State Children I s home located in casper. The ability to deliver
this raw water was impeded by the deterioration of the supply line, and was
totally abandoned in the 1980's.

Today I the rn.::ljor use of this water is irrigation for the Ci tyof Gasper
Municipa.J Golf Course. Minor uses include stock watering and irrlividual
irrigation along the course of the pipeline.

HCMard I Needles I Tammen and Bergendoff (HNTB) entered into contract with
the City of Casper in 1986 to provide a preliminary design report to assess
the condition of the Gasper Raw Water Supply System I and to provide the
City with economic alternatives regarding reconstruction or abandonment of
the existing system. As a result of this preliminary study, the City of
casper approached the Wyoming Water Development Commission (~) for
funding to perform a Level II study of The Gasper Raw Water Supply System

In June of 1988, Worthington, Lenhart, carpenter and Johnson, Inc. (WLCJ)
entered into contract with the WWDC to provide a Level II study of this
system. The purpose of this study is to provide the~ and the Project
Sponsor ( the Ci ty of Casper) with a conceptual design for the Gasper Raw
water Supply System.

The scope of ~rk encompassed by this conceptual design is broken dCMn into
10 related tasks. They are as follows:

A. Access to the Site.
B. Surveying.
C. Analysis of Dam Breach as an Alternative to Repair.
D. Geotechnical Investigation.
E. Conceptual Design.
F. Permitting and Environmental.
G. Cost Estimates.
H. Economic Analysis.
I. Reports.
J. Meet ings .
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DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT

The casper Raw water Supply System obtains water from ~ major sources.
water is diverted fran Elkhorn Creek via the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline
for storage in the casperCity Reservoir (locally known and hereafter
referred to as the sage Creek Reservoir) located on sage Creek. Natural
runoff from the sage Creek drainage basin U{Stream of this r~ervoir is
also collected for use by the City. 'Water from the sage Creek Reservoir is
then diverted by pipeline to the Casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir centrally
located on the City of Casper Golf Course facility. The raw water is then
diverted into the Golf Course irrigation system.

The average amount of water used daily for irrigation purposes by the Golf
Course was estimated by HNTB to be 357, 100 gallons. The irrigation season
runs approximateI y from May 1 to October 15. The average seasonal use
would therefore be: 168 days x 357,100 gallons/day = 60 million gallons.
In addition to the Golf Course, there are five existing raw water taps
along the pipeline which supply water for stock watering and irrigation.
These taps range in size from 1 inch to 2 inches. No accurate figures are
available for quantifying the amount of water being diverted thrD.'QQh these
services.

No determination of the average armual yield of the Elkhorn Creek drainage
basin upstream of the diversion structure was required in this Level II
study. However, the WWDC estimated the armual yield of Elkhorn Creek to be
about 500 acre-feet per year (163 million gallons) and the armual yield of
the sage Creek Drainage basin to be about 300 acre-feet per year (98
million gallons) in their report to the City in November, 1987.

The Ci ty of Casper shares the earliest water right on Elkhorn Creek with
the casper Country Club. This water right enables the City to divert for
municipal use during the irrigation season 0.6 cfs (cubic feet per second)
which equates into 269 gpn (gallons per minute) or 387,360 gallons per
day. This number ~uld indicate that if the Supply System were operating
at 100% efficiency, the Elkhorn Creek diversion alone would supply enough
water for the City Golf Course. But, because of the deteriorated condition
of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline and seepage losses at both the sage
Creek Reservoir and casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir, an as yet undetennined
amount of water is lost. In addition, Elkhorn Creek will typically cease
to flow tCMards the end of surmner.

In addition to this priority right on Elkhorn Creek, the City also holds a
later right for 1.77 cfs (1.1 million gallons per day). However, during
periods of low flow in Elkhorn Creek that occur later in the irrigation
season, the City is not able to divert this flow.
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The water right for the sage Creek Reservoir is an early storage right on
sage Creek, and ultimately the North Platte River. The capacity of this
early right is for 70 acre feet (22 million gallons). In the 1920's, the
Ci ty enlarged this reservoir to 100.5 acre-feet. The total available
storage is therefore 33 million gallons.

The average annual yield of the two major sources for the Gasper Raw water
SUpply System, then, w:)uld appear to be sufficient to meet the demand at
the Golf Course. During dry years, though, when diversion from Elkhorn
Creek is - not feasible and water stored in the sage Creek Reservoir is
depleted, the Golf Course must purchase treated water from the CBPU (Gasper
Board of Public Utilities).

By reconstructing the Gasper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline, conveyance losses can
be, for all practical purposes, eliminated. More efficient use of diverted
Elkhorn Creek water would mean less demand on water stored in the sage
Creek Reservoir. Al though no means are available to quantify this
increased efficiency at this time, reconstruction will allow the City of
casper the best possible opportunity to use their valuable raw water
supply.

The remainder of this report will detail the findings of each Task as
identified in the Scope of Services. At this time, ~ would like to extend
our sincere thanks to Evan Green, Project Manager, with the wyoming water
Developnent Commission, and Larry Harms and Alan Kieper, City of Gasper
Division of Parks, for their cooperation and valuable assistance in
preparing this report.
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TASK A -~ ro 81m

Prepared by
Worthington, Lenhart, carpenter 6( Jolmson, Inc.

Access for completion of this Level II study was granted by all affected
landowners or the current lessee.' Access was granted in the form of
written approval by all parties except one. This individual felt verbal
approval would be sufficient. The land ownership map as prepared by this
office is included for reference. Please see Map 1, Sheet 1 of 1, "Land
CMnership and Vicinity Map" at the end of this report.

The limi ts of the casper Raw Water Supply System were outlined by HNTB in
their preliminary report. Utilizing this information in conjunction with a
field investigation, the land ownership map was prepared which shCMS all
record landowners affected by the Supply System.

Initial research into easements of record for the pipeline and reservoir
site indicated a lack of instruments on file in the office of Natrona
County Clerk. Further investigation uncovered the original easement for a
major portion of the Supply System as granted by the U.S. Government to the
City of Casper in 1907 and as amended in 1910. The original record of
these easements is contained in a Case File on file at the Platte River
Resource Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Mills, Wyoming. At the
time that this easement was granted, title to all lands was still held by
the U.S. Government. No private lands were involved. Research indicates
that subsequent patents for these lands all contained a clause indicating
that easements for water rights may have been granted prior to issuing of
patent. It is apparent in later years that no mention of this original
easement was included in any of the land transactions that took place.
This has caused some confusion between the current land owners and the Ci ty
of casper. However, it appears that the City does indeed have easanent for
a major portion of the pipeline route, but it also appears that the
original easement for the reservoir may not apply to all of the lands
affected by the enlargement made in the 1920's.

In about 1925 1 a 12 inch steel line was constructed fran the abandoned
filtration plant to sage Creek Reservoir. It would appear that no easement
was acquired for this section of the Casper Elkhorn Creek pipeline. At the
same time this section of line was being constructed, sage Creek Reservoir
was enlarged. The effect of this enlargement on the original reservoir
easement is shown on Plan Sheet 1, "Original Easement Boundary from 1910
Survey" found at the end of this report.

In order to clarify for the record, it is strongly recommended that the
Ci ty of casper obtain from the surface owners of the sage Creek Reservoir
si te the necessary legal easement for the use, operation, am maintenance
of the rehabilitated reservoir and accompanying works. The actual physical
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limi ts of these easements, and necessary additional pipeline easements have
been determined at "this time, and are shown on the Plan Sheets found at the
end of this report. More definitive information is available to the VMDC
and Project Sponsor at their request. It is assumed the~ and Project
Sponsor" will negotiate for and obtain all necessary easements for the
Gasper Raw Water Supply System before construction bids are solicited.
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TASK B - SURVEYING

Prepared By
Worthington, Lenhart, carpenter eX Johnson, Inc.

WLC&J initiated the required surveys during June, 1988, and completed all
surveys necessary to complete Level II design and cost estimates in August,
1988. All v-K>rk was under the direction of Brad CICM, RLS (Registered Land
SUrveyor) . Surveys consisted of establishing permanent horizontal and
vertical control points in accordance with NOA (U.S. National OCean SUrvey)
Third Order, Class 1 requirements (1 part in 10,000 parts). After
establishment of principal control, secondary surveys were initiated to
establish horizontal and vertical alignment of the existing pipeline route
and the proposed alternative route. In addition, sufficient infonnation
was gathered in and around the sage Creek Reservoir to accOmplish the
requirements of the Level II design.

The resul ts of this task are shown on Plan and Profile Sheets No. 1 through
4 found at the end of this report. It should be noted that these Plan
Sheets are not intended for final construction drawings. However, these
plan sheets do show the anticipated pipeline work within the limitations
of the Level II design requirements. For details of the proposed
modifications at the sage Creek Reservoir, please refer to the Geotechnical
portion of this report, and accompanying drawings.
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TASK C - ANALYSIS OF DAM BREACH M) AN ALTERNATIVE TO REPAIR

Prepared By
Worthington, Lenhart, Carpenter & Johnson, Inc.

Utilizing data gathered under the Surveying Task, an accurate determination
of the quantity of material contained in the existing embankment at the
Sage Creek Reservoir site was determined. A grading scheme was developed
that would require movement of approximately 61,200 cu. yd. (cubic yards) of
soi1 . An average haul distance of 520 feet and an average haul slope of
+2% were determined from cross section data gathered in the reservoir area.
Equipment required to accomplish the grading scheme is listed in the
following table along with associated hourly rates:

Equipnent required

2 - 621B Scrapers @$199.20/hr.
1 - 08 Dozer @$223.75/hr.
1 - 140g Blade @ $120.51/hr.

Supporting data includes: capacity of 621B Scraper = 17 cu.yd. per
trip.

Average load time
Average move and spread time
Average travel time, loaded
Average travel time empty
Total average time per trip

= 0.7 min. (minutes)
= 0.7 min.
= 0.46 min.
= 0.37 min.
= 2.23 min.

61,200 cu.yd./17cu.yd./trip x 2.23 min./trip /60 min./hr. = 134 hrs.

Total Equipnent Costs

134 hrs. x $199.20/hr. = $26,692.00 (621B Scraper)
80 hrs. x $223.75/hr. = $17,900.00 (08 Dozer )
80 hrs. x $120.51/hr. = $ 9,670.80 (140G Blade )

Total Cost = $54,233.00

Other anticipated costs include removal of the car-body riprap, clearing
and grubbing of the trees and bushes, channel stabilization, arx:1
revegetation.
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These costs and associated supporting data are tabulated below:

R.EmJval of car Bodies
Clearirg am Grubbirg

Haul to salvage yard or landfill
Trucking, 16 hrs. @ $ 66.06/hr. = $1056.96
Loader, 16 hrs. @ $113.96/hr. = $1823.36
Disposal fees, Lump Sum = $2500.00

Total = $5380.32

Channel Stabilizaticn

150 lineal ft. x 30 ft. wide x 2 ft. deep = 334 cu.yd. of Sir rock
@ $25.00/cu.yd. = $8350.00

Revegetaticn .

12.0 acres x $665.00/acre = $7980.00

'nle total estimated cost to breach and reclaim the sage Creek.Reservoir
site is the sum of these associated items and is:

$54,233.00
5,380.32
8,350.00
7,980.00

SUbtotal = $75,943.32
21% contingency = $15,950.00
Total = $92,000.00 (rounded for brevity).

This cost of $92, 000.00 represents an estimated dollar amount should a
decision be made to breach sage Creek Reservoir and reclaim the site.
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Prepared By
Chen and Associates, Inc.

The geological and geotechnical investigations indicate that mcxiifications
to the existin:J sage Creek Dam are required. These modifications will
consist of rebuilding the upstream slope, recontouring the crest to a
unifonn elevation of 5526, placin:J a horizontal drainage blanket at the
downstream toe, constructing a chimney drain and reconstructing the
dCMIlStream slope. Adequate quantities of soil are available at the dam
site to construct the required modifications with the exception of the
material required to construct the horizontal drainage blanket, chimney
drain and riprap and bedding, which will have to be imported from off-site.

Wet soil,
boulders
corridors.
waterlines.

high ground-water levels and the presence of large cobbles and
will be encountered in portions of the proposed pipeline

These conditions could impact installation of "the new

Purpoe!:: ao:i SCope of Study

This report presents the results of a geotechnical study for the casper Raw
water Supply Project, located in Central Natrona County on Elkhorn and sage
Creeks, approximateI y three miles upstream from the City of casper,
Wyaning. The subsurface study was conducted for the purpose of preparing a
conceptual design report on rehabilitating the existing sage Creek Dam
embankment arrl to replace the pipeline from the Elkhorn Creek diversion to
the golf course. The project site is shown on Fig. 1. The study was
conducted in accordance with our .contract wi th Worthington, Lenhart,
carpenter and Johnson, Inc. , dated June 29, 1988. A preliminary design
report, Irrigation, water Storage and Transmission System, prepared by
Ha-ard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff, dated August, 1986 and a Wyaning Dam
Inspection Report, dated March, 1986, were reviewed and the information
concerning geological and geotechnical information utilized in the
preparation of this report.

A field investigation was conducted to obtain additional information on the
geological arrl subsurface conditions. Material samples obtained during
this subsurface investigation were tested in the laboratory to provide data
on the classification 'and engineering characteristics of the on-site soil
and bedrock. The results of the field and laboratory investigations are
presented in Appendices "A" and "B", respectively.

This report has been prepared to summarize the data obtained and to present
our conclusions and recommendations based on the proposed construction and
condi tions encountered. Design parameters and a discussion of geotechnic..al
engineering considerations related to modifications to the existing dam and
construction of the proposed pipeline are included.
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Proposed Construction

It is proposed to rehabilitate the existing sage Creek Reservoir and
replace the existing pipeline.

Both the Wyoming Dam Inspection Report, Date March, 1986 and a field
investigation conducted by Howard, Needles, Tammen &: Bergendoff, May, 1986,
noted deficiencies at the dam. Because of the magnitude of these
deficiencies, it is proposed to either breach the dam as an alternative to
repair or. to repair the dam to meet stability and seepage requirements and
to pass the required storm events.

The pipeline is approximately 20,000 lineal feet in length and extends from
a diversion located on the west Fork of Elkhorn Creek to sage Creek
Reservoir and onto the casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir located at the
municipal golf course. The pipeline from the diversion point an Elkhorn
Creek to the abandoned filtration plant was constructed of 8" steel pipe.
The pipeline fram the abandoned filtration plant to the sage Creek
Reservoir was constructed of 12" steel pipe. The pipeline fran the sage
Creek Reservoir to the Golf Course Reservoir was constructed of 8" steel
and cast iron pipe. The pipeline was constructed along an alignment with
very corrosive soil conditions, resulting in numerous leaks in the cast
iron and steel pipe. The existing pipeline will be replaced with an 8-inch
and a 10-inch diameter PVC pipeline.

Site Corrlitions

The existing site conditions for the sage Creek Dam and Reservoir and the
existing pipeline corridor will be discussed separately. They are as
follows:

sage Creek Darn and Reservoir

The existing dam is in poor condition and in need of rehabilitation.
OUr field inspection verified the deficiencies identified in the
Wyoming Inspection Report in that:

Trees, brush and debris cover the face of the darn.

car bodies were .placed as riprap and have been exp::>sed by
erosion.

Severe erosion has reduced the dam crest width to less than 7
feet in some areas.

seepage is visible below the downstream toe of the darn.

Only 2 to 3 feet of freeboard exists on the left abutment north
of the spillway.

Prior to the field investigation, the top of the dam was
impassable to vehicular traffic due to the trees, fences and
erosion.
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During our initial
continued erosion of
width were observed.

inspection and subsequent inspections,
the upstream face and erosion of the crest

The crest and the d~tream slope of the dam have experienced
settlement and minor slumping in isolated areas.

The spillway is obstructed with trees and debris.

Pipeline Corridor

There are three pipeline corridors for the project. The first
corridor is from the diversion structure located on Elkhorn Creek to
the sage Creek Reservoir. This corridor essentially crosses open
terrain from the diversion to the original clarificationunit located
on top of the ridge line, north and east of the reservoir. At this
point the corridor traverses a hillside down to the reservoir.
Seepage was encountered down slope from the pipeline
corridor; however, it was not possible to identify whether the
seepage was from the pipeline or from ground water seeps. The
existing pipeline corridor from the reservoir runs in a northeasterly
direction through a valley bottom to Allendale Boulevard, at which
point it parallels Allendale Boulevard through a residential area to
the golf course reservoir. The proposed pipeline route will cross
open country to the west of Allerx3ale Boulevard along the west side of
residential dwellings. The terrain for the proposed pipeline route is
more broken as evidenced by hilly terrain with small empirical
drainages.

Regional Geologic settirg

The sage Creek Dam and Reservoir are located apprOXimately three miles
south of the Ci ty of casper. Casper Mountain is approximately tw::> miles
south of the site. The site is on the southern margin of the Pa-der River
structural basin, which is bordered on the south by the Laramie Range
Uplift. casper Mountain, which is part of the Laramie Range Uplift, is an
east~t trending anticline, asymmetric and faulted on the north flank.
Casper MJuntain," along with the Laramie Range, Was uplifted relative to the
Pa-der River Basin during late Cretaceous to early Tertiary Laramide
Orogeny. Signi f icant displacement along the casper Mountain faul t occurred
during this time, together with smaller scale folding and faulting. There
is no ~ evidence which demonstrates movement on the casper Mountain
fault or other faults in the area during the Quarternary time (Howard
Donley Associates, Inc., 1981).

During the Quarternary, erosion beveled the Cretaceous bedrock in the
vicini ty of the site and formed the pediment surfaces that extend north
fran the base of the mountain to the City of casper. The pediments consist
of thin gravel deposits which overlie bedrock. The pediment surfaces have
been dissected by stream erosion leaving steep side slopes. In some areas.
these steep slopes were subject to landsliding. At times during the
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Pleistocene, there \\ere periods of greater precipitation than at the
present, which along with the steepened slopes resulted in larx3slide
activity below the pediments.

The Steele shale member of the upper Cretaceous Cody shale underlies the
surficial deposits at sage Creek Dam and Reservoir. The Steele shale is
underlain by a thick section of sedimentary rocks. The beds of sedimentary
rocks gently dip to the north-northeast towards the center of the Powder
River Basin at approximately 4 degrees:

Dam Site am Reservoir Geology

The Sage Creek Dam and Reservoir are located in the norttMest quarter of
Section 27, T. 33 N., R. 79W., approximately one-half mile from the southern
limit of Allendale. The site is located in a piedmont valley bourrled on
the east and west by pediment ridges extending to the City of Casper.
Geologic conditions and geologic cross-sections are shown on Figs. 2 and 4,
respectively.

The surficial deposits at the site and in the surrounding area consisted of
Quarternary stream valley alluvium, terrace alluvium, landslide deposits,
colluvium and pediment gravels.

The stream valley alluvial deposits consist of a light brown to grey,
slightly gravelly to gravelly clay. The alluvial deposits are found at the
reservoir and the stream charmel to the north. The terrace alluvium is a
bedded deposit of silt, sand, gravel and boulders deposited at various
elevations above the stream channel. Terrace alluvium is present at the
bench located to the east of the reservoir at the Galles' house, the borrow
area, and extends from the northwest of the reservoir to Wyoming
Boulevard. sage Creek has cut through the terrace alluvium to the
northwest of the embankment, creating an isolated area of terrace
alluvium. Data obtained from exploratory borings previously drilled by
Chen for the Galles' house foundation, indicates that the Steele shale lies
beneath the alluvium. The landslide deposits are unsorted mixed rock and
soil that has moved as a mass from an uphill source. A landslide deposit
has been identified to the south of the reservoir site. Landslide deposits
are not present at the dam site or in the reservoir. The colluvium
consists of locally derived deposits consisting of a sandy clay with
numerous rock fragments. Colluvium is the most prevalent map uni.t of the
reservoir area and is located adjacent to the pediment ridges.

The pediment surfaces consist of gravel overlying bedrock surface. The
gravel is angular to subrounded, unsorted, durable rock fragments in a
sandy clay matrix.

The Steele shale member of the Cody shale underlies the surficial deposits
at the dam site and is located close to the surface at several locations in
the area as shown on the Logs of Exploratory Borings and Test Pits, Figs. A
1 through A-13. The Steele is a thick, dark grey marine shale and
claystone containing thin beds and thick lenticular sandstones.
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At the dam site and as described in the core logs, the Steele is
typically grey to black shale, thinly bedded with sane limonite
staining and gypsum filling along the joints. The joint generally
followed· the horizontal bedding plane. With depth, the claystone is
slightly weathered to unweathered, plastic to friable. The deepest
exploratory boring penetrated 90 feet and the character of the
claystone remained unchanged. Bentonite beds and sandstones were not
encountered in the section of Steele at this site.

Pipeline Corridor Geology

Field observations were made from the point of diversion at Elkhorn
Creek, Section 34, T. 33N. , R. 79W. , 200 feet on each side of the
existing pipeline to sage Creek Reservoir and continuing northwesterly
to the Casper Municipal Golf Course. The surficial geology map is
based on field observations of the surrounding area and maps prepared
by others, as there was no drilling program conducted along the
pipeline corridor.

The surficial deposits along the existing pipeline corridor consist of
Quarternary stream valley alluvial deposits, terrace alluvium,
colluvium and pediment gravels. The Steele shale is exposed at the
surface in several locations and underlies the surficial geology. The
surficial geology along the pipeline corridor is shown on Fig. 3.

The stream· valley alluvial deposits consist of a light brown to grey,
slightly gravelly to gravelly clay. The terrace alluvium is a· bedded
deposit of silt, sand, gravel and boulders. Colluvium consists of
locally derived deposits consisting of a sandy clay with numerous rock
fragments. Pediment gravels are angular to subrounded, unsorted,
durable rock fragments. The Steele shale member, upper Cretaceous
Cody, crops out in a stream bed located in Section 22, T. 33N., R. 79W. ,
approximately 1.5 feet below ground surface. The Steele shale at this
location is a dark grey, soft marine shale rather than a claystone due
to its bedding hardness.

The proposed pipeline route, located approximately one-quarter to one
ha.lf mile to the west of the existing pipeline, encountered similar
deposi ts as those found in the area of the existing pipeline. The
surficial geology for the proposed pipeline route is shown on Fig. 3.

seismic Exposure

The seismotectonic character of the region was investigated to provide
information for selection of design earthquakes appropriate for the
si te. The potential for earthquake-related strong ground shaking and
other seismic effects are based on an evaluation of the Cenozoic
tectonic history of the region and on the historic earthquake reco~.

SeiSJOOtectonic Settioo:

The sage Creek Dam and Reservoir are located along the southern
margin of the Pader River Structural Basin which is bordered on
the south by the Laramie Range Uplift. These major structural
elements were formed during the laramide Orogeny. The Pamer
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River Basin was dCMllWarped at this time, and the Laramie Range
Uplift is a result of anticlinal folding and basin margin reverse
faulting. Tectonic activity during the Laramide Orogeny resulted
from regional compressional stresses which were active atxmt 40
to 70 million years ago. Following the Laramide Orogeny, the
region was tectonically stable for a pericd of about 30 million
years. Starting atxmt 10 million years ago, the entire Rocky
Mountain Region was uplifted about 5,000 feet. Differential
crustal movement on a scale comparable to the Laramide Orogeny
did not accanpany the regional uplift. However, there is
geologic evidence, in the form of faulted Late Tertiary rock,
that sane of the old Laramide faults were reactivated durirg the
Post-Laramide tectonic pericd.

Post-Laramide Faults:

There are several faults in the region which show evidence of
Post-Laramide activity. The faults and their distance from the
sage Creek site are summarized on Table 1. The U. s. Geological
Survey considers the faults shown on Table I to be suspected
active faults (Witkind, 1975). However. detailed investigation
of their late Quaternary histories have not been made, and it is
not possible to demonstrate with current information if these
faults have been active recently enough to be considered capable
faults as defined by the U.S. Arnr:l Corps of Engineers (1977).
For the purpose of assessing seismic design criteria for the sage
Creek si te , we have assumed that the Post-Laramide faults on
Table I are capable faults. Estimates of maximum credible
earthquake (MJE) magnitudes and anticipated peak ground
acceleration at the Sage Creek site resulting from the MCE are
summarized on Table 1 . Expected MJE peak accelerations at the
sage Creek site range fram 0.02g to 0.10g.

Historic Earthquake Record:

With the exception of the extreme western part, Wyoming is an
area which historically has experienced a relatively low rate of
earthquake activity. Only two earthquakes with epicentra1
intensities of MMI VI or greater have been reported within 150
miles of 'the site during the l00-year pericd of record. These
two earthquakes were the November 14, 1897 Casper earthquake and
the October 18, 1984 Laramie Range earthquake.

The November 14, 1897 Gasper earthquake had an epicentral
intensity of r+11 VI-VII. The reported epicenter, which cannot be
precisely established, was about 6 miles north of the Sage Creek
site (NOAA, 1982). Published reports of the earthquake indicate
that the Grand central Hotel in casper was damaged. The damage
consisted of 2 to 4-inch cracks which extended fran the third to
the first story (NOAA, 1982). There are no seismograph records
of this ea:t'thquake, but considering the reported intensity, it is
reasonable to assume that the localmagnitude was alxmt 5.6. The
intensity of ground shaking at the sage Creek site was probably
MMI VI-VI I considering the proximity of the epicenter to the
site. we estimate that the peak ground acceleration at the sage
Creek site was probably about 0.12g.
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The October 18, 1984 Laramie Range eart~ was located along
the sout~t side of the range about 38 miles southeast of the
sage Creek site. The Laramie Rangeeart~ had a local
magni tude of 5.5 and an epicentral intensity of t-f.fi VI (Kirkham
and Rogers I 1985).. The isoseismal maps of the Laramie Range
earthquake indicate t+11 of V in the sage Creek area (Stover I

1985) . we estimate that the peak ground acceleration at the Sage
Creek site was about 0.02g.

seismic Design CCnsideraticms:

The tectonic setting and historic earthquake records indicate that there is
a potential that the sage Creek Dam will experience the effects of
earthquakes during its service life. Based on our investigation, the
following seismic design considerations are considered appropriate for the
site.

Strong Ground Shaking: The project site is located in Uniform
Building Code, 1988 Edition, seismic Zone 1. Design provisions for
this zone should be appropriate for conventional structures arrl
facilities associated with the project. The following maximum
credible earthquakes (M::Es) and operating base earthquakes (OBEs)
strong ground motion parameters are recommended for evaluating
stability of the dam. Acceleration attenuation is based on
relationships developed by campbell (1981).

Recanrnended Strong Ground f'oDtion

causative Farthguake
Magnitude Distance

Site Parameters
Peak Acc. Duration

OBE-l 5.5 6 mi. 0.12G 7 sec.
OBE-2 N/A N/A O.OSg N/A

MCE-1 7.3 30 mi. 0.10g 32 sec.
MCE-2 6.6 6 mi. 0.2Sg 21 sec.

N/A - Not Applicable

The MCE parameters represent the strongest ground shaking which we
believe is credible considering the seismotectonic setting. The
probabili ty tha.t the dam will experience ground shaking of this
intensity is very low. When evaluating the effects of maximum
credible ground shaking on dams, it is customary to allow some
damage provided that the damage would not result in loss of the
reservoir (National Research Council, 1985). Two maximum credible
eart~s were selected. ~-1, a magnitude 7.3 at 30 miles from
the si te , was selected to account for MCEs on the Post-Laramide
faults in the region. MCE-2, a magnitude 6.6 at 6 miles from the
site was selected to account for a nearby earthquake similar to the
larger historic eart~ but at one magnitude greater.
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TIle OBE parameters represent strong ground shaking which is
considered likely during the dam's service life. TIle dam should
wi thstand the OBEs without significant damage. !W:> OBEs were
selected. OBE-l, a magnitude 5.5 at 6 miles from the site ~ld
represent an earthquake similar to the November 14, 1897
earthquake. The peak acceleration associated wi th OBE-2 is the
strong ground shaking with a 5% probability of being exceeded
du:r'ing a 100-year exposure period. This acceleration was based on
a probabilistic assessment of the historic rate of seismicity
within the region.

Considering the strong ground. shaking associated with the two M:Es
and b«> OBEs, it should be appropriate to use the pseudo static
method of stability analysis in evaluating the stability of the
dam. A seismic coefficient of 0.5 is appropriate for the OBEs and
O. 10 for the MCFs.

Ground Rupture: Regional geologic mapping by others does not
indicate faul ts at the dam site. The geologic mapping done during
this investigation did not find evidence of major faults in the
area. Ground rupture at the dam site as a result of earthquake
activity in the region is not considered to be a potential hazard
at the sage Creek site.

Liquefaction:

The exploratory borings did not encounter lCM density silt or fine
sand in the dam foundation. The foundation soiIs consists of cohesive
clays. Existing embankment soils and soils for the proposed
embankment modifications are also cohesive clays. Liquefaction of the
foundation or embankment is not considered to be a potential hazard at
the sage Creek site.

Field Investigation

To evaluate the existing embankment conditions and subsoil conditions for
the existing dam and the borrow area, 13 exploratory borings and 7 test
pits were drilled and excavated. The exploratory borings ranged in depth
fran 15 to 90 feet. The test borings were drilled using 4-inch diameter
solid stem auger, 7-1/2 inch diameter hollow stem auger and NX wireline
coring techniques. A backhoe was used to excavate the test pits. Downhole
packer permeability testing was performed at selected intervals to provide
an evaluation of the permeability of the claystone bedrock. A more
detailed description of the field investigation program is presented in
Appendix "A". Locations of the exploratory borings and test pits are shown
on Figs. 5 and 6. The logs of the exploratory borings and test pits are
presented in Appendix "A", Figs. A-l through A-13.
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Laooratory Investigation

samples of the existing embankment materials, foundation soils and bedrock
obtained from the field investigation and bulk samples obtained from the
oorrc:M investigation were tested to determine their standard ergineering
index properties such as natural moisture content, dry density, gradation
and Atterberg limits. In addition, selected samples were tested to provide
data on shear strength using direct shear and triaxial shear strength
methods. Remolded permeability tests were conducted to evaluate the
permeabili ty of the oorrow materials. A more detailed description of the
laooratory testing program is presented in appendix "B".

Bmbankment C'a'ditians

The existing embankment was constructed with clay as a hcmogeneous
structure. The existing embankment has a 2.5H:1V downstream slope and a
3H: 1V upstream slope based upon contours established by WJrthington,
Lenhart, carpenter and Johnson, Inc. (WLC&J). The consistency of the
embankment fill was evaluated using penetration resistance testing. The
consistency of the embankment is erratic as evidenced with blow counts
ranging from a low of 8 to a maximum of 50, with an average blow count on
the order of 20. Penetration resistance values are shown on the Logs of
~loratory Borings, Figs. A-l through A-11.

Laboratory test results indicate in-situ moisture contents ranging fram a
low of 16.7% to a high of 23.5%, with an average in-place moisture content
on the order of 20. 2%. The in-place densities range from a low of 99.9 pcf
to a high of 107 . 3 pcf, with an average in-place density on the order of
104.2 pef. Based upon the moisture-density results for a typical sample of
the embankment fill obtained from the maximum section, the fill has an
optimum moisture content of 17.3% with a maximum dry density of 109.3 pcf.
Using the average in-place conditions of the embankment, the existing
embankment has an in-situ moisture content approximately 3% above optimum
and an average in situ density of approximately 95.3% of standard Proctor
density.

In-situ permeability tests indicate the_sxisting e~gt clays have a
permeabi1 i ty on the order of 2. 13 x 10 to 7 . 77 x 10 em/sec. No
horizontal lensing of permeable material was encountered in the exploratory
oorings within the embankment. Inspection of the embankment downstream
slope indicated no isolated wet zones related to permeable lenses within
the embankment. Based on the in-situ permeability results, we therefore
have assumed the horizontal coefficie!!5 of permeability for the embanlonent
soils is on the order of 2.13 x 10 em/sec. The embankment clays were
also tested to determine their potential for pinhole erosion. A typical
sample of the clay f iII fram the maximum section was tested an:i classified
as non-dispersive.

Water elevations were determined in Borings D-l through D-4 at the time of
drilling and approximately 30 days after drilling. Water table elevations
are shown on the Logs of Exploratory Borings, Figs. A-l through A-l1.
Monitoring wells were established in Borings D-1 and D-3 to determine long
term static water levels. The water levels fluctuated directly with the
water level in the reservoir. This was especially true in the area of
Boring D-1, where the water table lCJWered approximately 3 feet between the
time of drilling and 30 days later. The water level at maximum section
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remainf~i fcdrly con.stant over this period of time. Water levels measured
at maxirmmt section were used in evaluating the phreatic surface within the
embankment. The water level determined in Boring D-3 was at approximately
19.5 feet belCM crest elevation or at approximate elevation 5514.0.

Fourx3ation Soils

The foundation soils were erratic beneath the existing embankment. In
general, they varied from non-existent in the area of Boring D-2 to as much
as 17 feet thick at maximum section. In general, the foundation soils
consisted of a stiff to medium stiff sandy clay. Gravels were encountered,
however, no identjfiable gravel strata were determined in the bor~ngs.

Test pi ts excavated at the left abutment north of the spillway and at the
right abutment indicated a clay-gravel lense present within the foundation
soils. It is possible that the gravel lenses exist beneath the embankment,
hCMever, based on information obtained from the borings, they do. not appear
to be continuous beneath the dam.

The consistency of the clays was determined by the penetration resistance
tests and the test results are presented on the boring logs presented on
Figs. A-l through A-11. These tests indicate the blow counts range from a
lCMof 8 to a high of 16, with an average blow count on the order of 12.
The in-place moisture content of the foundation clays ranged from a low of
19.0% to a high of 23.0%, with an average in-place moisture content on the
order of 20.8%. The in-place densities ranged from a low of 101.9 pef to a
high of 108.3 pef, with ari average in-place density on the order of 106.0
pef. The standard engineering properties of the foundation soils are very
similar to the em~nent clay.

In-situ permeability tests conducted on the foundation clays ind!~te that
the clays have an in-situpermeability on the order of 2.01 x 10 em/sec.
We therefore assumed that the ~~bankment clays had a horizontal
permeability on the order of 2.01 x 10 em/sec. The foundation clays were
also tested for pinhole erosion. A typical sample of the clays from the
downstream toe at maximum section was tested and classified as oon
dispersive .

Typical undisturbed samples of the foundation clays were tested for
strength values using triaxial shear test methods. The strength
characteristics of the foundation clays determined using unconsolidated
undrained and consolidated undrained with pore pressure measurements are
presented in Table B-II. These tests indicate that under unconsolidated
undrained conditions, the clays have an angle of internal friction of 0
degrees and a cohesion on the order of 2.6 ksf. The clays under
consolidated undrained conditions have an angle of internal friction of the
order of 34 degrees and a cohesion on the order of 0.8 ~f.

static water levels measured in the foundation soils were determined
immediately after drilling and approximately 30 days after drilling. Static
water table elevations fluctuated with the reservoir elevation. water was
encountered in Boring D-5 along the embankment toe, north of the spillway,
at approximately 6 inches below the ground surface at the time of drilling
and at approximately 5 feet below the ground surface when measured 30 days
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after drilling. The ground-water levels at maximum section were
encountered at approximately 9 inches at the time of drilling and 30 days
after drilling. Static water elevations are shown on the Logs of
Exploratory Borings, Fig. A-l through A-ll. The static water elevations
were used to determine and evaluate the phreatic surface within the
embankment and foundation soils. Based on the water levels measured, we
have assumed that the phreatic surface exits at the emban10nent toe.

ClaystoneBedrock

The claystone bedrock at the project site consists of the Cretaceous age
Cody shales and, more specifically, the Steele shale of the Cody
Formation. This material is a hard to very hard claystone bedrock. The
consistency of the claystone was evaluated by visual interpretation of the
core obtained by NX coring techniques. Typical samples of the claystone
which were tested indicate the claystone had moisture content ranging frem
11.1% to 15.4%, with an average moisture content on the order of 13.3%.
The claystone has densities ranging fran 113.6 to 118.3 pcf, with an
average in-place densi ty on the order of 116.0 pcf. The surface of the
claystone bedrock varies from being weathered, as evidenced in Borirgs 0-1,
D-5 and D-7, to being non-weathered. The immediate surface of the bedrock
is very wet and. altered, but the claystone becanes more competent with
depth. The permeabili ty of the bedrock was determined by conducting
dCMnhole packer permeability tests. ~e tests indicate the permeability
of the bedrock is less than 4.87 x 10 em/sec. No permeable zones were
determined wi thin the bedrock for the depth investigated, 90 feet. The
strength of the bedrock was determined using direct shear test methods.
Under consolidated drained test procedures, the bedrock has an internal
angle of friction on the order of 23 degrees and a cohesion value on the
order of 2.3 ksf.

Borrow Materials

The area investigated for potential borrow materials was located north and
east of the embankment. This area is located on a low elevation pediment
above the stream channel, downstream fran the sage Creek Reservoir. The
borrow materials were investigated by drilling six exploratory borings and
excavating five test pits. Logs of the borings and test pits are presented
in Appendix "A", Fig. A-13. No water was encountered in the test borings
or test pi ts in the borrCM area.

The materials encountered in the borrow area consisted of terrace gravels
and clays overlying claystone. Along the western flank of the terrace,
gravels, wi thin a clay matrix, were encountered from ground surface to
approximately 6 feet below the ground surface. Below this depth and on the
eastern half of the borrCM area, the soils consisted of clays. The clays
are very similar in standard engineering index properties to both the
embankment fill and the foundation soils. A typical sample of the clay
frem the borrow area was tested for remolded permeability. This material,
when remolded. to approximately 95% st~rd Proctor density, had a
penneabili ty rate on the order of 9.2 x 10 em/sec. The sample was also
tested for pinhole erosion and was determined to be non-dispersive. Shear
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strength values were determined using triaxial shear strength test
methods. When remolded to approximately 95% standard Proctor density at
optimum moisture content, under unconsolidated undrained strength testing,
the material had an angle of internal friction on the order of 9 degrees
and a cohesion on the order of 1.8 ksf. When tested under consolidated
drained conditions, ,the material has an angle of internal friction on the
order of 32.5 degrees and a cohesion on the order of 0.3 ksf.

seepage Analyses

Seepage analyses were conducted to determine the magnitude of flow beneath
the embanlonent, to determine the need and size of a drainage blanket within
the proposed modifications to the exlstingembankment, and to identify the
location of the phreatic surfaces within the existing embankment and
proposed modified section. The analysis was performed using a Finite
Element Model developed by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Mines for determining seepage characteristics of dams. Penneability rates
used for the stratigraphic model were based on field and laboratory test
results. For purposes of the seepage evaluation, the coefficients for
penneability discussed previously were used. The asSlDnption was also made
that the horizontal' penneability was four times the vertical permeability
for both the embankment and foundation soils and that the foundations soils
were five times more permeable than the embankment soils. It was also
assumed that the gravel lenses were not continuous beneath the embankment
and that the foundation soils consisted of the clays. It is possible that
isolated areas of the gravels may be present and higher seepage rates could
be expected in these zones.

Under the above assumptions, the magnitude of seepage beneath the
embankment was determined to be on the order of 0.05 cfs. Pursuant to
discussions wi th personnel wi th WLC&J, the Wyoming water Developnent
Ccmmission, and the Parks and Recreation Department, it was decided that
based on this magnitude of flow that a positive cutoff to bedrock would not
be required and that modifications to the dam should be made to collect
seepage and safely discharge it from beneath the embankment.

Embankment tblificaticn Reo ''''erdatian

f'.t:rlif ications are required to the existing embanlonent to meet the stability
and seepage requirements. In addition, the outlet works will be replaced
and reconstructed. This will require breaching the existing embankment.

~ifications to the embankment will consist of reconstructing the
embankment crest to elevation 5526, maintaining a crest width of 12 feet,
reconstructing the upstream slope at 3H:1V, reconstructing the downstream
slope at 2.5H:1V, the installation of a horizontai drainage blanket at the
toe of the modified section, and installing a chimney drain over the east
west portion of the existing embankment. The proposed mcdifications are
shown on Figs. 1 and 8.
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The crest of the embankment will be constructed to a unifonn elevation of
5526. The centerline of the modified section will remain the same as the
existil'):J embankment. The modifications to the embankment will be founded
on the existil'):J embankment itself and in the alluvial soils downstream fran
the existing embankment. The foundation for placement of new embankment
materials should be prepared prior to fill placement. This will require
stripping the topsoil and organic material from the surface of the existing
embankment and from the soils at the dCMnStream toe. This will also
require removing the trees, brush, debris ard car 1:x:rlies fran the upstream
slope. TI1e stripping should be a minimum of 12 inches deep on the crest
and dCMnStream slope. The stripping should extend through the organic
upper layer into the underlying soils. It is possible that in isolated
areas, stripping depths greater than 12 inches will be required. On the
upstream face of the embankment, stripping to a greater depth will be
required to remove the car bodies and tree roots. The magnitude of
stripping will be dictated by the location of the trees, car bodies and the
eroded profile of tl1e upstream slope of the dam.

M:xlifications to the existing embankment will consist of removing all
trees, debris and car bodies; reconstructing the 3: 1 slope; and replacing
the riprap. Severe erosion fran wave action has occurred on the upstream
slope. We anticipa.te these eroded' soils have been deposited at the
upstream toe of the existing embankment. Depending on the deposition of
the materials, these soiIs may have to be removed in order to reconstruct
the 3: 1 slope prior to placing the required riprap. The exact limits of
the required excavation to remove the trees, brush, debris ard car 1:x:rlies
cannot be identified at this time; however, we anticipate the majority of
this material is located fran the crest down to maximum high water line.
The modifications to the embankment have assumed the majority of this
material and the eroded upstream slope will be encountered during
construction abJve the maximum high water level. we therefore reconmend
that the embankment section be removed in its entirety to an elevation of
5519 to ensure that all of the undesirable materials are removed. It is
possible that even at these depths, additional excavation may be required
on the upstream face. These excavated soils can be reused in the
dCMnStream shell or temporarily stockpiled and reused in reconstructing the
embankment.

The downstream slope should be reconstructed at 2: 5H: 1V slope for the east
~t dam axis and at a 3H:1V slope for the north-south dam axis. The
location of the transition from a 2.5H:1V to 3H:1V slope is noted on Fig.
8. The 3H:1V slope for the north-south dam axis will allow the downstream
slope to match existing ground surface contours. The foundation should be
prepared as mentioned above. The soils at the toe of the embanlonent are
very wet and soft. Considerable root grom:h is present in these soils and
once this area is stripped, we expect very wet, soft soil conditions will
be encotultered. Depending upon the length of time required to breach the
dam and reconstruct that portion of the embanlonent I some drying of the
foundation soils may occur. While it may be possible that sufficient
drying of the materials at the toe of the embanlonent will occur, the
rocrlifications to the existing dam should be evaluated assuming the
preparation of the foundation and placement of fill will be done under wet,
soft soil corrli tions. This may require that the topsoil be removed in
short segments and that a stabilization fabric be placed on the wet soils
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prior to placing the drainage blanket. The drainage blanket should be
placed on the prepared sub;lrade to the approximate dimensions shown on the
maximum section. A chimney drain should be placed against the existing
prepared downstream embankment slope and have a horizontal width of 2
feet. The chiJlU1ey dt'ain should extend up the downstream slope to elevation
5512.0.

Placement of the fill in the downstream shell should be done in horizontal
lifts beginning at the toe of the embankment. Fill required to reconstruct
the downs-tream slope should be obtained from the borrow area. Gravels,
cobbles and small boulders will be encountered in the borrow materials. If
p::>ssible, the required borrow excavation should be located to minimize the
amount of this material to be incorp::>rated into the downstream shell.
Maximum aggregate size to be placed in the embanlonent fill should be 6
inches. In addition, this material must be spread out to provide a uniform
mixture with the clays to ensure that nesting of the 6-inch aggregate does
not occur and that sufficient fines are placed within the fill to provide a
ccmpact, dense fill. The fill required to achieve the desired downstream
slope should be benched back into the existing embankment above the top of
the chimney drain.' This bench should extend back into the existing
embankment a minimum of 4 feet. All fill should be placed a ±2% of optimum
moisture content and be compacted to at least 95% of standard Proctor
density. Fill required to achieve the desired crest elevation should also
consist of soils fran the borrow area. The materials required for riprap
bedding, the horizontal drainage blanket and chimney drain should consist
of a free draining, well graded sand and gravel sized aggregate. The
gradation band for this material is present in Table I. The riprap should
consist of durable, angular rock with a maximum rock size of 16 inches.
Rock sizes for the riprap are presented in Table I. The material for the
horizontal drainage blanket, chiJlU1ey drain and riprap and bedding will have
to be imported from off-site.

The existing embankment will be breached to reconstruct the outlet works.
we recommend that the excavation for breaching the dam to repair the outlet
WJrks be excavated at slopes of 2H: 1V or flatter. Fill should be placed
into this required excavation in horizontal lifts and benched back into the
side slopes. Fill should consist of clays from the borrow area and should
be placed to ±2% of optimum moisture content and be compacted to 95% of
standard Proctor density. The materials placed in the excavation required
for breaching' the dam should have a maximum aggregate size of 3 inches.

The horizontal drainage blanket will collect seepage through the dam and
foundation soils. A collection ditch should be constructed downstream of
the toe to' collect this water and lead it to a central p:>int where the
water can be collected and discharged as desired.

Stability Evaluation

The recommended modified embanlonent section has been evaluated for
stability. Detailed stability analyses have been conducted for the
upstream and downstream faces of the embanlonent and for the foundation
under post-construction, steady state seepage under maximum high water
conditions, and for rapid drawdown. Phreatic surfaces used in the analyses
were located to represent most conservative cases. The details of these
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analyses are presented on Figs 9 through 11. Expected seismic loadings on
the -embanlonent have been accounted for using the appropriate seismic
caefficient in a pseudo static analysis. The calculated factors of safety
are as foll~:

Conditions

Post Construction

Steady State

Rapid Dra\\down

Static (S) or
Pseudo Static (PS)

S
PS-oNE
PS-M::E

S
PS-oBE
PS~

S
PS-oBE
PS-MCE

Factor of
safety

2.12
1.92
1.77

1.71
1.54
1.41

1.96
1.71
1.52

The analyses irrlicates the embanlonent fmmdation has adequate strength to
resist the expected loadings, both static and seismic, to provide an
adequate factor of safety against failure.

Instrumentation

The dam embanlonent and foundation should be instrumented to monitor
performance both during and after construction. The instrumentation should
include surface displacement monuments installed in a line along the crest
of the dam and on a line at the downstream face of the dam located
approximately one-half the horizontal distance between the dcMnstream crest
and the embanlonent toe. Reference monuments should be placed at the end of
each line to allCM horizontal and vertical measurements to be made from a
stable reference point. The readings should be taken at frequent intervals
and once baseline data is developed, the readings can be taken at longer
time intervals.

Flvineerirg Geology casideratians - Pipeline Corridor

No exploratory drilling was conducted along the pipeline corridors.
HCMever, we bel ieve based upon the surficial geology and our knowledge of
the soil conditions anticipated along the proposed pipeline corridors,
several i terns from an engineering geological point of view could impact
construction. These include the excavability of the soils and bedrock and
the presence of wet soils and high water corrlitions.

The pediment gravel, located along the pipeline corridor, contains
considerable amounts of large sized cobbles and small boulders, which may
present difficult excavation corrlitions. Equipment of sufficient size will
be required to excavate this size material. The large cobbles and boulders
may be very difficult to use as backfill in the required trench excavations
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and may have to be wasted. This is especially true where the pipeline
corridor will cross existing roads, utilities or other areas where the
compaction of the trench backfill is critical.

The proposed pipeline corridor will follCM the valley bottom north of Sage
Creek Reservoir and will also cross a number of drainage charu1els. The
soil and high water table conditions will be encountered in the valley
bottom downstream of the sage Creek Dam and Reservoir. Excavation in wet
soils will probably be required. It is also possible that some of the
other small drainage channels will have wet soil and/or ground-water
problems for the anticipated trench excavations.

Where ~t conditions are encountered and compaction of the trench backfill
is required, difficult construction conditions should be anticipated. The
excavated soils may require drying prior to placing them in a canplcted
condition.

Limitaticns

This report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted soil
and foundation engineering practices in this area for use by the client for
design purposes. The conclusions and recamnendations subnitted in this
report are based upon the data obtained from the exploratory borings
drilled at the locations indicated on the exploratory borings drilled at
the locations indicated on the exploratory boring plan and the proposed
type of construction. The nature and extent of subsurface variation across
the site may not become evident until excavation if performed. Erratic
conditions may occur during construction which were not disclosed by this
investigation.

727~
Kenneth E. Temme, P.E.

REVI~ BY tf/~ wt~
Michael Staffileno
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TABLE I

Estimated Strong Ground Shaking at Sage Creek Dam Site
Associated with K:E on Post-Laramide Faults

Distance Site
Fault Length Fault length Fran Site Estimated Peak Ace.

(kIn) (kIn) MCE (g)

~stern North Granite Mtns. 71 50 7.3 0.10

Eastern North Granite Mtns. 19 34 6.4 0.08

western South Granite Mti1.s. 107 91 7.6 0.07

North Wind Ri.ver Basin 64 96 7.2 0.05

Rawhide 76 143 7.3 0.04

Eastern South Granite Mtns. 25 80 6.6 0.04

Hoartville 70 143 7.3 0.03
,. >.""irtb,Ai'"'

Wahland-wheatland 67 150 7.3 0.03

Flat Top 57 136 7.2 0.03

Ccntirental 72 181 7.3 0.03

Six Mile Creek 37 166 6.9 0.02

Rawlins 19 133 6.4 0.02
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TABLE II

Surmary of Gradations for Drainage Blanket,
Chimney Drain, Riprap Bedding and Riprap

Drainage Blanket, Chimney Drain, Riprap Bedding

Sieve Size

I!"
3/4"
3/8"
No. 4
No. 8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 50
No. 100
No. 200

Rock Size

16"
12"
10"
6"
4"
2"

Riprap

37

% Passing

100
95 - 100
90 - 95
80 - 90
70 - 85
45 - 65
20 - 45
10 - 25

5 - 15
0-5

% Passing

98 - 100
55 - 65
45 - 55
25 - 35
10 - 15
0-5



APPENDIX "A"

FIELD F..XPIffiATICfi

The field exploration for the project was conducted beu-een June 24 and
July 7, 1988. Seven exploratory borings were drilled at the dam and six
exploratory oorings were drilled at the borrow area to explore existing
embanlonent and subsurface conditions. In addition, seven test pits were
excavated to observe existin(j embankment foundation and borrow su1:soil
corrlitions. The location of the exploratory borings and test pits were
determined in the field by persormel with Worthington, lenhart, carpenter
and Johnson, Inc. Locations of test borings and test pi ts are shown on
Figs. 5 and 6.

The oorings were advanced through the existing embankment, foundation soils
and underlying bedrock using 4-inch diameter continuous flight auger, 7-1/2
inch diameter hollow stem auger or NX coring tectmiques using a diamond
bit. Test pits were excavated using a backhoe. The borings and test pi ts
were logged by a representative of Chen & Associates, Inc.

samples of the subsurface materials were taken with a 2-inch spoon
sampler. The sampler was driven into the various strata with blows from a
140 pound hamner fallirg 30 inches. This test is similar to the standard
penetration test described by ASTM Method D1586. Penetration resistance
values, when properly evaluated, indicate the relative density of
consistency of the soils. Depths at which the samples were taken and the
penetration resistance values are shcMn on the Logs of Exploratory Borings
and Test Pits, Figs. A-1 through A-14. Disturbed samples were also
obtained for typical samples of the soils encountered. Depths at which the
disturbed soil samples were taken are also noted on the logs of exploratory
borings and test pits.

The in-situ permeability rates of the bedrock ~re measured by dCMIlhole
Packer permeability test methods. In-situ permeability rates for the
embanlonent fill and foundation soils were determined using slug test or
rlslng head test methods. Permeability test results are presented on
boring logs, Figs. A-1 through A-11 and summarized. in Table A-1.

water levels were measured at the time of drilling and at subsequent dates
after drilling. Slotted PVC pipe was installed. in Borings D-1, D-3 and D-7
to determine long-term static water levels. The water level elevations
measured and the number of days subsequent to drilling are noted on the
logs of exploratory borings and test pits.
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Job No. )-'i4-Hfl
COAl LOG

She. t __I __ of

'roJe~t C,I~i(~r R.1W W.lt"r ",,!'pl y Pro jf>cl

Ground
Borlno 0-1 £ levat Ion <;<;24.2<)

Location Left "'hutment - rJ"T' h qf "pi Ilw;ly

Total Depth of 17.<;'
Depth )<).2' Overburden _

Angle frOM
Horizontal

aearlng of
Angle Hole

D.pth of
Wuer Table

a.gun
finished

6-'Z-BQ
(.- )7-1J1J

10

S

I
p::

r-
'J' '"....... Ir- eI;....

0

S
"-
0

'"

....
C'\ .,.
........,... rio
VI

Bottom of Boring at 39.2 feet.

Joint filled with cL"lY 20° to axis.

Joint filled with clay 0" to axis.

Joint fi lled wi th cl ay and CfYpsum
at 10° to axis.

Joint filled with ~ypsum at 10° to
axis.

DISCONTINUITY LOG

lIo1e ac'lvilnced from 0.0' to 21.0'
using 7!-inch diameter hollow stem
auger.

S

Depth and [Ievatlon (Feat)
o

Corinq started at 21.0 [n0-t.
------ Rem~inder o~ hole was cored using

a diilmonrl hi t.

~ Joint filled with gypsum at 10" to
axis.

~~~~---- Joint filled with clay and gypsum
10° to axis.

20
22

25
11

Hi

16

8

10

16

16

16

16

14
20

18

Resul ts

GRAPHIC LOG

Test

K:No ater
Take

IS

3S

25

30

"0

Embankment Fill, clay, scattered
gravels, medium stiff to stif~, roots
in top 4.5 feet, moist to wet, light
brown to qrey.

.GEOLOGIC LOG

Weather~d Claystone, firm, moist to
very moist, light brown to grey.

Cl~y (CL), medium stiff to stiff,
\«-!t, light brown to qr~y.

Claystone BP.drock, grey, variegated,
thinly bedded, un~lterec'l to slightly 20
altered, "lightly calcarp.ous, Cody
5h~le, medium hard to hard with depth.

t---------------O

Note:

8
Indicates water level and the
number of days after drilling
that measure~ent was made.

50 SO

I..
20 Undistubed drive sample, 2-inch Ln. California liner sample. The number 20 indic;ltes that 20 blows of il

140 lb. hammer fi\llinq 30 inches were required to drive the sampl~r 12 inches.

: Kz6.45xl0-8 In situ permeability test interval - the number K=6.45xl0-8 indicates the measured in situ
rermol\bility rate tor the test interval meAsured in em/flee.

113-54-88 Chen & Associates CORE lOG OF' EXPl.0Il1\TORY BORIN(; 0-1 FlO. A-l
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CORE LOG
Job No.

20

10

~: I

I
(I;

~t~ (: •

\,-lO-HH

D.pth of
Ov.rb",rden __I_'_J._C_l' _

Top of ~)llbdnknll'llt ... 1.1: f t "f M.. x lllllllTl

I:.?:"

DISCONTINUITY LO'

,Toints filled with ::lay and iron
oxides 20 Y to uxis. ~ ,.,
Joints filled with calcite 0 0 to

'"
I

axis.
..,. ~

Joints fille~ with cL1y and lron
oxides 0" to axis,
Joints filled with clay and iI'on
oxides ::0 v to dxis. 0

~
..,.

Joints filled wi th clay .1Iid irdn I1-
~

oxides 10' to dxis.

Joints filled with cldY al,d irQ!.
oxides 0" to axis.

Joints filled with clay dl,d IrCn
oxides 5' to ax is.

Joints filled with cL.y dl,d Iron

oxides :'0° to axis.
Joir.ts filled with clay and i C(J(l

oxides 10" to axis.

Hole .... dvdnccd frum 0.0 tu 2':..0 teet
using 7!-ihc!t diameter hull"w stem
auger,

D.pth end Elev.tlon (f•• t)

o

s

2S_Coring started at :25.0 feet.
Rcmaillder of hole was cored using
UX wireline with a didmond bit.
Juints filled with clay cilid iron
oxides 0" t" axis.

D.pth of
Wu.r T.bl.

Lo'.tlon
Toul
Depth 6_B_,_O_'_

GRAPHIC: LOG

Test bsul ts

15

23

40

44

19

20

18

15

19

19

8
-=;::- 10

12
15

23

10

17

22

40
33

24

...rlng of
Angl. Hole

II round
Eleyu Ion __5_5_2_5_._')_'J__

f(.IW Wdter Supply Pro;ect.Project

Embankment Fill, clay, scattered
(Jravels, medi\l1l stiff to very stiff,
moist to very moist, durk brown, grey
to black.

s

GEOLOGIC LOll

)0

IS

3S

Note: ~S

-::r- Indicates water level and
number of days after drilling
that measurement wa~ made.

Claystone Bedrock, light brown to
qrey to black, thinly bedded, unaltered
to slightly altered, siltstone stringers
up to 6 inches thick, lignite stained,
fossiliferous zones from 65 to 68 feet,
Cody shale, medium hard to hard with 2S
depth.

Boring __1_)"'_2 _

Angle trOll
Horlzont.1

t------------- SO

t----------------O

15 Undisturbed drive sample, 2-inch 1.0. <.:alifornia liner .!iample. 'I'he number 15 illdicates tt.,lt 15 blow;;
of d 140 lb. hammer fallincz 30 ill<.:hclO were required to drive the sampler 12 inche,;,

In situ permeability test interval - the number K=4.87x10- 7 ind~c ... te;; the me.. sured in ,;:tu
I>erl1leability rate for th~ test interval measured in cm/sec.

n- ~4-88 Chen" Associates
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Job No. "_'.,;.4;.,-.,;11.,;11_ CORE LOG Sheet of
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GEOLOGIC LOG GRAPHIC LOG DISCOHTINUITY LOC
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UIl,itit tc., wet, liyht browII-'Jrcy-bl.,u:k.

S -

10 -

GRAPHIC lOCi

.'0

1/1

11

14
10
I£,
10

14

I

14

14
')

I DlseOHTIHUITY LOCi

Depth and Ele".tlon (Faat)
o

Hulc •• Jvdl.,:cd l">ll\ u.O l\l '~).U I"et

w;ill'J 'It-illch dl'llllt:tf"l' !lui !'M .tl:In

auyer.

S

I 'IlQOI
t Reco"ery

oSO 100

1",.1",,1

Indicates water level dnd the number of dayl:i
i1fter rlrillino ~hd~ m,,",c .~~m'H'~ t. 'm ,~r>

IS -

20 -

25 -

30 -

3S -

<.:lay (CL), stiff to very stiff, gravels
with depth, wet, light bro~1-9rey-black.

4S -

<.:laystone bedrock, see Sheet 2 of 2.~
50

Note:
20.....

14
14

20
1:'
lC

20 14
-=;po- :'4

1<

24

21

2f

IS
4:

17
27

19

30
21

26
17

24

19

~8

28

H

14
14

'- IS

- 20

'- 2S

~ 30

~ 35

In situ permeability test interval - the number K-1.09xlO- 7 i"di,· ... tcs th" mctl,,;urcd ill :oitu
perltlCll.lbtHty Celt. fu&' thl» tell1t !nt.ecv",l mthltlUud tn t.:m/~'''''l'.

Undisturbed drive sample, 2-inch 1.0. California linet- l:idlllpie. Th'" II ulllbe 1- .'0 li,die-.,dl'" lhdt ::Ol.l1uw,;
of u 140 lb. hammer falling,}) inchcl:i were requjrt~d to drive the sample!' L~ inche~;.

n-'>4-RRI Chen & Associates I cORE LOG OF I::XI'l.Ow\'I'OJ{'{ HOR INc 0- 1
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Jc* Nu. __'_·.....,_!1...1I_...
(,01\. lOG

Doring __,_'...' Continued

UI~COHtIHUltY lUG

Joint filled with cldY 5" tu uxis.

Joint filled with cldy 10" to dxi::>.

Joint filled with cl.Jy 5" to dxi::>.

Bottom of Boring at 90.0 r(:(:l.

95

100

105

Depth 4nd Elev.tlon (feet)
-.-..-;;,,;;;.;;..;:....;.;.;;;.:;.r;.:....__ 50

' ....'corlllcJ :~l,Jllt~d.d I,O.{) l'.'tl. I'I'l!.lilldL'l

(li Il(Jlc W.t:, {:(lied IJ:.JJ.'i 14.'; ',,",'.1 t.:!

;lI1d <.I didrn<>"d lJi t.
~.JOillts I ill .. d willa ,:le,,! '. t, ,IX 1;,.

~JOilll t d,1L:u Willi cl"y I'"" l, d;:':..

55 J(Jint fll;ed wIth cl.ly 5- v; "':;':'.
··-Joillt fill,,,j willa qYl'"um ,"'j" lu ...Xl".

Joillt f i 11 .. <.1 wt i Ia c 1,,'1 C",' l.() ,.11\1>;.

Joint 111 leu wi ttl <:1",;, IS' t" ..Ji< 1 ~.

60 Joint fi llt;d witll gYl'"U!n .'0 . tCI uXl~.

- .Joint filled wi th cl.Jy l.) .... tn .1Xl::).
:r,

Joint filled w; tll cLIY 5" tu ....tXl:;.

Joint filled wi til ,'1.1'1 1')" t<J ..J.hl~.

65
Joint filled wi th dc/y 0' ..lXl~.tu

JOil,t filled with clay 5" t<J ,...iX i~).

G
c

K=l.09x10- 7
,

70 ..;.

Joint filled wi th cl<.li' 5 lu "'-'XIJ_

Joint i i lled with clc/y 5" tu aX I::>.

75
Joint filled w~th CLiY 5" tu .:lXl;;.

Joillt filled with cl.:ly 5" t(J ...P; is.

80

lilOLO"C LOG '"",.ttlC LOG

55

105

100

50

85

,'1.''1:.1 ""l' bedl'" k, I,I "WI' t" '1ley to
Id"....k, th i III Y uedded, U!I" I ten=d to
:.lj'JI.lly "ltcrlld, medium Ia,"d to h•• rd,
CIJUy t;!,.d".

1--------------90

# 3- 54-88 Chen & Associates

110 ....----......"--.....110 III ill i I II I
o 50 10
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Jult Nu. 1',,11111 ~h•• t '_ CIt _

D.pth uf
Ov.rburden ....__

""·11·""

Borlno __'1...;.__

"t .. "" t

'rc~",,,d
I: le"at Ion __"_',_,,_,_,"-..1_

Lo,.tlgn _T_"_I,_',_I_J._"J_'_"_I'_~'_'''_'_',_I__I'_'_''_I'_'_1_'1_,_"_'1_"'_"_'_' _

Totel
Depth I,fl, fl'

I ••rlng of
Angle Hole

D.pth of
Wu.r T.bl. ',1. I'

I -IlH

(iMPHIC LO''[OLCKIC LO'

t----------------O
1-;mb.Jllkenl 1-'i Ll, cl.JY, s<:.JlLercd gruvtllli,
UlcdiUIII :iliff to th.rd, ml)i:.;t, light
1IIuwn-gccY·

Test Resul tI

'I)

DISCONTINUITY LO'

Depth .nd [tev.llon (Feel)
o

lIule .Jdv""Cl'd 11',11\ U.O t" )(),O 1l,;l;L

u::;i"g '1i-ir",'!J di ..llllCter h'Ji 1"w ,.1 eln
•.1lJ<jcc.

.... --A....iIIiIIiIL.. 50

35
I...

0" tu ....xis.
0° to axi::i.
.lt () l" ,,:-til> ....._ .....""

fc,-,t. Remainder
wi reI1rlC ... IId

Joint filled wi th gypsum <.1 t 10 to
axis. {-

Joint filled wi th gypsum ," l ,'0-' t r )

axis.

Joillt filled with clay at 0" to axi::i

Joint f i !led wi th c Idy .It. 11)" L"
axis.
Joint filled with clay ..H,d lC(,fl
oxides 5 u to axis.
Joint filled with IJjlp;,;u.n 0' t,_ ~/.is.

Joint filled with gypsum 5' to :.:ili. 11----..........

5

~Coring started dt 30.0
)~ of hole coced uliinq NX

diamond bit.
Joint filled with clay
Joint filled with clay
Joint filled with <:lay

1 ~.

13

14

lH

11

15

5

10

15

20

25

Weathered L"laystone, firm, moist to
very moist, light brown-grey.

Note:

.....J,. Indicates water level and
number of days after drilling
that measurement WitS made.

L"lilystone Bedrock, light brown to grey
to Itlaek,' thinly bedded, ullaltered to
sl ightly altered, medi um hilcd to hilrd JO
L"ody shale.

L"luy (L"L), medium litiff to litiff,
gravels with depth, wet, light
brown-grey.

1
50 Undisturbed drive sample, 2-inch 1.0. culifornia liner sample. 'rhe number 50 i',ll'L',ltes th"t 50 bl,:,w:o

of a 140 lb. hammer Calling 30 inches were required to dl-ive the li..&mpler 1.' illclll:: •.

. K-7.31xlO- 8 In situ permeability test interval - the number K..7.31xl0-8 indic'lt ... " tl.l' me ... "urcd ill ::iltu
permeabil itI' rate for the test interval moasut'ed in em/sec.

lt3-S4-UR Chen & Associates L"or~1-; LCXi OF I::X\'(.OHA'!'OkV I3llklN', 'J .\ fill· f..-.,
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Job No. __'_-_',_4-_'_"_'_ CORE LOC Sheet of

80,lno __1_'-_4.....__ Continued

GEOLOGIC LOC GRAPHIC LOC DISCOHTINUITY LOC

50 100

~
"" ~

g.

I...

Bottom of Buring ... t (,o.a feet.

0
Elev.1t Ion (Feet)

f) lled wi ttl '!'Il'tium 10' t,.> dxi::;.

Joint t j lied WI ttl eL.y O' to ..JX&~.

Joirlt fi lIed with l:l.... y ~O' to .... X};.j.

Joint filled with l:lay 5" to axis.

Joint filled with gypsum j() to .... X)s.

JOillt fi lied wi th l: 1-1)' 0" tu ,tX & ~i •

Joint f dled with gypsum .:0 v tlJ ..Jxi~.

Joint filled with cl~y 0" to .... xis.
.}oi nt ii I Jed wi th C" Jsum ','n" t" tt:{ is.

65

50 -r-_...T...c...s...t ..-,;--.;....

55

70

75

65

85

95

80

90

100

105

C l ...yslolle Iledruck, !iOC Shee t I of I.

1----------------60

113- ~.4-RA Chen" Associates

110 ....---_..............110

CORE LOG Of' EXPLORA'}'OkY BOIUNG lJ 4

11'111" I II
o 50 10

45



COAE LOG
Joll No. Shec t __.'_ of

Depth of '
Overburden _.:.,.fl.' _

'roJe.a

Boring __.-')-......'.__

k.,w W-,tc'r ~;lll'l"Y I'n) IcCI

Ground
Elevation _.'••r,.'.'.......').'l_.

Lou t Ion __U<.M.,.".',.I.Il.".,II.".'.I".".'_-.r.~'.".l.!.j.'.d_I.'l.'t.I.,.A.I.JU.I.I.'''.':.'l_

Total
Depth _...;·l...O.....O.'__

Angle frOll
Horizontal

' ..rlng of
Angle Hoi.

Depth of
Water Teble

'.gun
Flnl,heca

I
....

Joint filled with gypsum 0" v) dxis.

Joint filh,d with iron Ilxidc', S' '~0

axis.

Joint filled with clay 5" to ,",xb.

Bottom of Boring at 30.0 feet.

Hole ...JVJllcl·d lrum 0.0 I'. 11).0 lcc:t
u~;inlJ ii-iller, ,i1.flUctC! h"llnw "lem
...uger.

DISCONTINUITY LOG

5

Depth end EI.vatlon (F••t)

o

/coring started •• t 10.0 feet. Rem..tilider
to'" of hole was cor",d using NX w,le! i"e -_....·c...

illld d di ... nKJI,d bi t. '-
Joillt filled WIth cldY 0 to ... Xl:;.

Joillt Filled with HOII oxides S" tv
ilxis.
Joi/lt filled with cl ... y 5' to "xis.

19

45

27 21
~

GRAPHIC LOG

reuR.sulu

20 I...
Joint filled wi th ir(Jr. oxides 5" to
ilxis.
Joint filled wi th cld'/ 5~ tu ... :<is.
Joint filled wi th gypsum 5 tu ,.xis.

410

GEOLOGIC LOG

25

15

5

claystone Bedrock, light brown to grey,
thi/lly bedded, ullaitered to slightly
altered, lininite stailled, medium to
h<4rd to hard, Cody shale.

CL •• y (Cl.). very ~itiff. m(Ji:;t to wet,
li<;t:t browll-gcey.

t-------------- )0

1----------------0

Undisturbed drive sample, 2-ioch 1.0. California liner Saml)le. 'l'he "Wilber 1') ll"Lc: ... u,:; tt.... t 1') blc>ws
of a 140 lb. hammer falling 30 inchc!i were required to drive the t>.:tm1,lcr L: i"clu",;.

Indicates water level and SO
number of dayt; after drilling
that measurement was _de.

1
19

K-l.31xlO-7

so

In situ permeability test interval - the number K=1.3lxlO-
7

·'"dic..ites the lIle,lsured in situ
permeability rilte for the test interv.al measured in cm/~>ec.

113-54-:m Chen & Associates CORE I.OG 01" EXI·I.OI-:NI\.'kY BOkJN<; lJ- ')
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COAl LCK
1'," 1111 Sh•• t __1__ of

Oepth of f),f)'
Overbw"'e" _

1,- .;J t - ;~,1

'egwn
flnhhe4

Lo,. t Ion __' "_'_W_''_',_I_r'_'_"_Ill_T'_"_'_-_1.'_'_'_I_'_'_'_'_"'_'x_i'_III_'I_fl_~_*,_'I_·_t_I'."_'

Total
Depth __"_IJ_.(_,_'__

Depth of
Water Table

, • .,I"g of
Angl. Hoi.

Ground
I" I, [I.vat Ion ',·1'/'1. ',"

ProJ.ct

Borlno

Angl. frOll
Horlzont.l

<.

~
I'"

,u,
'<I'

F "G
"- r
I ...

U
I...

C'

~
"-.

"', oJ,

0
0....
"....
11'

C'I~ '.
I

oJ,

...
o

aottom of Boring ... t 40.0 .e<.:t.

Joint fi lled wi th cL.y dr,d l1<m

oxides 0° to dxis.

Hole .:.auv<JI,ced In,m (j,C) I.., ".0 leet

U~inl! '!i"i/,vh dl,J'lltdl•. h.,IILW ",tern

dUller.

Joint fi! led with cl.:.ay ,HId iroll
oxides 0" to dxis.

Joint filled with clay .:.ar,d iron
oxides 5 V to axis.

J(.)int li!.itod with cldY "",d ,rUIi
oxides :~O' to .IX; s.
,Joi/lt fi;led with cl.:lY .:I/ld irOll
oxides 0" tu axis.

';o.nt filled with clL1Y dl,d iroq
oxides 5 P to aX1S.

DISCONTINUITY LOG

s......-curir,"} "I..JIlel! "I ').0 11:1'1., lJ...,mdl"uer
uf hole W.:.aa (;ureU u~.I,g N\~ w,l ... li/,(,

<lI,d d di.:.awll,d bit.
,JO;IIt filled wilh cl,.y O' t. ... ",:,:-..

Joint lilltod wiU, clcJY ') tu "'o\l:';'
Joint filled with cldY o~ tlJ ,,;';Ie;.

~()illt tilled will, cLIY 'j" to ,.lli".

D.pth and £Ie".tlon (reet)
o

S-- Joint filled with clLly. irOiI uxide::;
and calcite 0" to .J.xis.
J·"int filled with cl...y, iroll oxid,;,::;
and c~lcite O~ Lo axi&.
Joint filled with clay, iron o:-:ide~i

and calcite OP to axi&.

GWHIC LOG

s

10

2S

:Joi"t filled with iron (j/;id... s Ov tl'
..txi:.;.

,Joint fi lied wi th cL>y <ll.d llCA.

oxide lOP to "xi::;.

15 ",,,1 i re,l,

30

35

20

ItS

GEOLOGI' LOG

CloJystone Bedl'ock, grey to blilck,
v.. C'iuCjoAted, sl iqhtlY c<JI't)On.IC('OUS,
IIIt:dium hoArd to h.:.ard, Cody shLlle.

t--------------Ito

1----------------0

Note:

Indicates water level and SO
number of days after drilling
that measurement was made.

so

I.

25 Undisturbed drive sample, 2-inch I.D. califorll':,l Un"'L' sample. 'l'he number ,'S indic,,,tcs th,lt .:~ bl"w.',
of a 140 Ji,). hammer f.:.a1lin9 30 inches were rc.quired to drive the s..tmpler L' IIIdle:;.

X.-3.94x10- 7 In uitu permeability test interval - the number K-3.94xlO- 7 irldic,lI.e .. the me<.lsurl:d in situ
l'orme"bi 1 i ty r~te {or the test tllterv.. l measurod in cm/Sth,'.

113-54-88 Chen & Associates t:OI~E LOG 01,' EXI'J.OHA'I'uHY BOI-' [!'II; IJ"(,
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COAl. LOCi
JutlHct. Sh•• t _1 of

Depth of
Overburden _1_'_,_1'_'' _

. ,'- -;.~ i~ r ~

leSiun
flnl.hed

Depth of
Water Tabl.

Loce t Ion __1"_''_"'_11_:,_1_'_''_''_11_'_'1_"'_"_-_f'1._'_·'_'_"'_"_llf_:;_''_,_I_'_''_" _

Total
Depth __"_'_.'_'_'__

".rln, of
Angle Hole

Ciround
llcva t Ion _'..,"..'..11.., ,.."_I__

'roJ.'t

Horlno __'1_1__

Aftg'. fr.
Hor IlOntel

I...
,.
M

"
C

Joint filled with clay OQ lo ",xis.

Joint filled with clay OU to ",xih.

Joint filled with clay 0" to ... xih.

1I01e WaS ",dV,HH;<:<J frum fl.a t<j ,'{J.O
feel U:.iing '/t-if,ch di ...mclt:I" !I,d I"w

st<:m ..luger .

DISCONTINUITY LOCi

D.pth and Eleyatlon (fe.t)
o

s

20"corillg was sto.lrted ... t :!O:O lel,t. ,Rcm.J lflder
of hole cored USl/lg NX wlrt"l'11e w.th --....--...,
il didllll)nd bit.
Joint filled with cloy 0' to ",xi~.

Joint filled with c~lcite lOU to axis
Joint filled with cloy 5" to 0>;1S.
Joint filled with clLly OU to Ll"';S.

GWHIC LOCi

Claystone Bedrock, grey tu black,
thinly bedded, ~ldltered to slightly
dltered, medium ~rd to hard, Cody
shale.

Joint filled with clay 0" to ilxis.

Joint fi lled with clily 5" to axis.

Joint fi lled wjlh CL1Y l5 V tu .Ixi s.
Joint f1 lled wit.h cl,;,ly 10" lu ,;,lX1S.

Note:

24
Indicates water level and....- Joint
nUlllber of days after drilling

fi lled with cl.lY 15" to .,jxi~.

that measurement was I1Ii1de.
Joint fi lied w.i th cl,;,lY 0' to oX1S.

SO

CI.IY (L'l.), medium stiff to stifZ,
OCCdliiolld) cjc ... vol with gr..tvcl lenne
..It 14 to 1S re~t, muist to wet,
brown-grey-bldck.

CiEOLOGIC LOCi

1---------------0

I
II Undisturbed dt'ive sample, 2-inch 1.0. <.:alifornia liner sample. 1'hc llumber II jl,djl-i.te~ tt."t J I b1"w"

of a 140 lb. h..tmmer (aIling 30 inches were required to driv. the sampler 1:' illl-he~j.

- Kcl.20xlO- 7 III situ perllleability test illtervdl - the number K=l.20xlO-7 illdicotes the me.lsurt,d ill situ
perlllt!<:Ibili.ty rdte for the test i.lIl:erv"l IllCdtiur<:d ir. cm/st;:c.

1I'1-'\4-H8 Chen & Associates cor-I:: LO(; OF EXI'LOJ:(NI'ORY BOl: INC (J- '/ fig- A-I U
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Job No. I •....-1ll1
COI\[ LOC Sheet of--- -

BorlnQ Conflnued

'fOLO'" LO' GRAPHIC LOG DISCONTINUITY LOC I t RQDI
%Recovery

o SO 100

Test Resul ts
Depth .nd Elev.tlon (Feet) I •• II I •• I I ISO

;B 50
I II.~Cl<Aytilolle Bedrock, bee l:ihcel 1 of '. ~l~

Bottom of Borillg .... t 51.5 ief;t.

SS - ~55

60 - ~60

65 - ~6S

70 - ~70

7S - '-75

80 - ~80

85 - f-85

90 - ~90

95 - '-95

100 - fool 00

105 - ~105

110 110 jiilll"ill
.3-54-8R I Chen &: Associates I CORE LOG OF EXPLORATORY BORING D-7 I Fig, A-l1 1

0 SO loq

49



'{'cst P i.t 1

gL=5516.67
'rest pj t 2

EL=5512.37

o

15

t:1
5 tt:l

"0
~
:::::

'"':1
tt:l
tt:l
~

.10

WC=5.2
LL=32
PI=17

-...-..._ -200=14

15

5

10

o

#3-54-88 Chen &'Associates LOGS OF EXPLORATORY TEST PITS Fi.:. .lI. -1 2
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25/1:

50/":

33/12

25/1:

50/9

35/12

16/12

25/12

50/12
~-9.3

DD=113.8
LL-40
PI-23
-200-87
SG-2.40

SO/12

Bori~:2

EL.,5S:i.0.1 i

35/12

35/12

29/12

50/11)

40/12

Bcring~

EL-5500.17

50/11

50/11

25/12

50/12

35/12

Boring B-3
EL-5500.77

33/12

35/12
tl,;-lO.O
DD-107.4
LL-40
PI-:?3
-200-91
19/12

25/12
W:;-20.2
00-106.4
LL-49
PI-26
·,200=99
SG-2.63
50/7

Boring B-2
EL-5489.97

50/10

44/12

50/6

80/9
tl,;-3.2

Boring B-1
EL-5487.47

20

25

5

o

10

15

...I
'l
I

':x;
:x;

Test Pit 3
EL.,SSI0.67

Test Pit 4
EL=S506.67

Test PH 5
E!...=5501.27

Test Pit 6
EL=5~

we=";.5
LL=39

- ;,nO-F9

SG=;'.65
1';5S:O.09

Wl:-4.7
LL=37
PI=2!)
-200=58

r--'t.t:::
t.L:1;...

,I
I

...:
ti:

:;.
I



~

~
~
~

~

I

'I'opsoll.

Clay (CL), medium stiff to very stiff, scattered gravels with depth, moist
to wet, brown-grey-black.

Gravel in a Clay Matrix (Ge), cobbles and occasional small boulders, dense
to very dense, slightly moist to moist, light brown to brown.

Weathered Claystone, firm, moist to very moist, light brown-grey.

Claystone Bedrock, hard to very hard, slightly moist to moist, black
grey-brown.

h Undisturbed Drive Sample. The symbol 10/12 indicates that 10 blows of
~ 10/12 a 140 lb. hammer falling 30 inches were required to drive a California

sampler 12 inches.

Indicates depth interval from which a disturbed soil sample was obtained
from auger cuttings.

Indicates water level measured at the time of drilling or excavation of
test pit.

Notes:

(1) Borings were drilled on June 24, 27, 28, 29, 30 and July 1, 5, 6 and 7,
1988 using 71-inch diameter hollow stem auger and NX wireline with a
diamond bit.

(2) Boring locations and elevations were established in the field by
pe~80nnel with Worthington, Lenhart, Carpenter & Johnson.

(3) The lines between materials shown on the boring logs represent the
approximately boundaries between material types and the transitions
may be gradual.

(4) Water level readings shown on the logs were made at the time and under
conditions indicated. Fluctuations in water levels will occur with
fluctuations in the water level in the reservoir.

(5) WC = Water Content ( %)

DO = Dry Density (pcf)
LL = Liquid Limit (%)
PI = Plasticity Index ( %)

-200 = Passing No. 200 Sieve (%)
WSS = Water Soluble Sulfate Content ( %)

SG = Specific Gravity

#3-54-88 Chen & Associates
52
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'I1\BLE A-I

Surtnary of Field Perneability Tests

Slug Tests - Rising Head

Boring

0-1

0-3

0-7

Depth
(feet)

Soil Type

Embankment Fill-Clay

Embankment Fill-Clay

Foundation Clay

Penreability
(an/sec)

-57.77 x 10
-52.13 x 10
-42.01 x 10

Packer Tests

Boring Depth Soil Type Penreability
(feet) (crn!sec)

0-1 21.0 to 29.2 Claystone -86.45 x 10

29.0 to 39.2 Claystone No Water Take

0-2 27.5 to 68.0 Claystone -74.87 x 10

50.5 to 68.0 Claystone -73.39 x 10

0-3 52.5 to 90.0 Claystone -71.09 x 10

0-4 32.5 to 60.0 Claystone -87.31 x 10

0-5 11.0 to 30.0 Claystone -71.31 x 10

0-6 12.5 to 40.0 Claystone -73.94 x 10

0-7 22.5 to 51.5 Claystone -71.20 x 10
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APPRNDlX tlU"

The laboratory investigation was conducted to evaluate the engineerinu
characteristics of the materials encountered in the explorEd ory borings and
test pi ts for both the ,existing embankment I founck-:ltion ~-;c)j]s and pro[X1sed
borrow site. Laboratory test results are presented in this apperrlix.
Laboratory testing wa.'3 conducted in general accordance with recognized te.;;t
procedures, primarily those of the American Society for Testing Materials
(ASTM) •

Both disturbed and undisturbed soil samples obtained from the test borings
and test pits were examined in the laboratory by the Project Engineer and
Project Geologist. Physical properties of the soils encountered ~re

detennined to identify the classification of existing embankment filII
foundation soils and potentia.1 borrow materials. Physica] 1lroperty testing
included natural moisture content, natural dry densi ty, gradation l liquid
limit and plasticity index. The test results are pref-;ented on Figs. B-1
through B-11 and summarized in Table B-1. Typical samples of the existing
embanlonent fill, foundation soils and potential borrow materials were also
tested to detennine their moisture-densi ty relationships in accordance wi th
AS'lM D698 test procedures, and thei r in-si tu and remo1ded shear and
triaxial test methods. These test results are presented on Figs. B-12
through B-20. shear strength test results are surrunarized in Table B-l1.

Typical samples of foundation soils and borrow materials were also tested
for W'rlistut'bed and remolded permeabi 1i ty rates. These test resul ts are
presented in Table B-III. Typical samples of the embankment filII
foundation soils and borrow materials were also tested for their dispersive
(pinhole erosion) characteristics. Test results are presented in Table B
Ill.
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CHEN AND ASSOCIATES

TA BLE B-1

SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

JOB NO. 3-54-35

Page 1 cf 3

NATURAL NATURAL DRY ATTER8ERG LIMITS UNCONFINED
~PECIFIC GRADATION ANALYSIS

BORI NG
DEPTH

MOISTURE DENSITY LIOU 10 PLASTICITY COMPRESSIVE SOil TYPE(FE ET) GRAVITY
(el.) (per) LIMIT INDEX STRENGTH +#4 -#4 -1200

(%) (-/-) (PS F) (X) +#200(%) (X)

0-1 3.0 17.9 99.9 Clay Fill

6.0 23.5 100.8 Clay Fill
8.0 20.0 107.1 Clay Fill

0-2 4.0 14.2 107.0 Clay Fill
8.0 22.7 100.1 Clay Fil'

14.0 20.6 105.4 Clay Fill

20.0 15.3 115.0 Claystone Bed::ock

0-3 3.0 19.8 Clav Pill

4.0 20.4 103.4 Clay Fill

6.0 21.0 103.3 Clay Fill

9.0 17.6 106.9 Clay Fill

10.0 24.2 100.1 Clay Fill

11.0 16.7 107.1 39 23 42 12 46 GL1V e 11V C1a': Fill

13.0 20.3 109.3 Clay Fill

14.0 5.7 127.8 29 13 44 37 19 j2'av Fil'

17.0 23.4 100.3 44 27 0 8 92 Clay Fill

21.0 21.2 103.4 Clay Fill

24.0 20.4 102.2 Clay Fill

27.0 18.6 107.0 Clay Fill

34.0 21 .0 10S.3 3,937 ClAY Fill

0.0 - 36.0 41 25 2.11 3 9 88 Clay Fill



CHEN AND ASSOCIATES
TA BL E B-1

SUMMARY OF L.ABORATORY TEST RESULTS

Joe NO. :: - : ~ - : 3

NATURAL NATURAL DRY ATTERBERG LIMITS UNCONFINED GRADATION ANALYSIS
DEPTH SPECIFIC

BORING MOISTURE DENSITY LIQUID PlASTICITY COMPRESSIVE SOIL TYPE(FE ET) (-Ie) LIIiIT INDEX STRENGTH GRAVITY +114 -114 -1200(per)
(%) (-J.) (PS F) Ct) +0200(%) (%)

0-3 36.0 19.3 108.5 C1 ~ •.

49.0 20.1 107.3 45 25 3 5 92 C1 =.':

0-4 5.0 22.0 94.3 Clay ?i::'

11.0 22.7 101.9 Cl=.y

18.0 23.0 102.5 C 1 ~~.

0-5 4.0 21.1 106.6 45 26 4,765 0 0 100 C1..3::

0-6 4.0 15.4 113.6 42 24 10,128 0 1 99 Clavsto:-:e =-2':::- :-:~:

0-7 2.0 25.8 94.2 46 27 0 10 90 C13''-

6.0 20.5 107.2 39 23 2.67 0 10 90 Cia·..·

8.0 20.0 107.2 Cia':

10.0 20.0 107.2 ('13.'-

12.0 20.7 107.8 43 27 0 ? 98 C1ct':



CHEN AND ASSOCIATES
TABLE B-1

SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

JOe NO. 3- 54-88

Page 3 of 3

NATURAL NATURAL DRY ATTERBERG LIMITS UNCONFINED GRADATION ANALYSIS
BORING

DEPTH
MOISTURE DENSITY LIQUID PlASTICln COMPRESSIVE SPECIFIC SOl L TYPE(FE ET) (81.) (per) LIIiIT INDEI STRENGTH GRAVITY +'4 -14 -#200

(%) (.,.) (PSF) (%) +'200(%) (X)

B-1 4.0 3.2 Gravelly Clay

B-2 4.0 10.0 107.4 40 23 1 8 91 Clay

14.0 20.2 106.4 49 26 2.63 0 1 99 Claystone Bedrock

B-5 4.0 9.3 113.8 40 23 ?-.40 0 13 87 Clay

TEST PITS

TP-1 2.0 - 5.0 5.2 32 17 74 12 14* Clayey Gravel

TP-3 0.5 - 7.0 4.7 37 20 24 18 58* Sandy, Gravellv Clav

TP-4 5.0 - 11.0 7.5 39 22 2.65 3 8 89 Clav

TP-5 0.5 - 8.0 5.2 41 21 25 23 52* Sandy, Gravellv Ciav

* Gradatior based on n inus 3- incr materi I.

TP-1 - + -inch matel: ial = 22%

TP-3 - + - inch rna tel: ial = 29%

TP-5 - + -inch matel: ial = 36%
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TABLE B-II

Surmary of Shear Strength Test Fesults

Angle of
Boring/ l\Disture Dry Internal
Test Pit Depth Cmtent Density Friction Cohesion Type of Test Soil Type

(ft. ) (%) (pef) (degrees) (ksf)

0-2 20.0 14.2 115.3 23.0 2.30 CD Claystone

0-3 14.0 21.7 104.2 0.0 1.00 UU Clay Fill

0-3 17.0 23.4 100.3 33.3 0.17 CO Clay Fill

0-7 8.0 20.8 106.8 0.0 2.60 UU Clay

0-7 12.0 20.7 107.8 34.0 0.83 CO Clay

TP-4 5.0-11.0 17.2 102.3 9.0 1.80 UU Clay

TP-4 5.0-11.0 17.2 102.7 32.5 0.30 CO Clay

CD = Consolidated Drained
UU = Unconsolidated Undrained
CO = Consolidated Undrained with Pore Pressure Measurenents
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TABLE B-III

Sl.lITIlal:Y of Laboratory Perneability Test Results

Falling Head

Boring Depth Soil Type Perneability
(feet) (an/sec)

0-7 10.0 Foundation Clay - -85.61 x 10
Undisturbed

TP-4 5.0 to 11.0 Clay - Rennlded -99.20 x 10
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TABLE B-IV

Summary of Pinhole Erosion Test Results

Boring Depth
(ft. )

Dry
Density

(pef)

M::>isture
Content

(%)
Soil Type Classification

0-3 24.0

0-7 10.0

TP-4 5.0-11.0

102.2 20.4 Embankment Fill~lay ND
2

107.2 20.0 Foundation Clay NO!

102.3 17.3 Clay NO!

Classification Descriptions are as follows:

1) N01 - ND2 = Non-dispersive

2) ND3 - NO4 = InteI'1rediate

3) D1 - D2 = Dispersive
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TASK E - cx:r£EPTUAL [£SIGN

1. Review of Existing Facility
Pl'eparai by WC1Jtbington, Lenhart, carpenter &. Johnson, Inc.

As st~ted previously in the Geotechnical portion of this report, the
exist 'inU embankment at the Sage Creek Reservoir was inspected. A
sumn'Bry of the findings indic::ate concurrence with the observations of
personelJ from the State Engineer's office. The specific findings
containfl<l in t.his report can he found under Task D., ;'Geotechnical
Investigation", Page 10.

TI1~ pffpr:t' nf sj Itation on the record capacity of the sage Creek
ReservDir ~s rletermined by cross-section of the reservoir impoundment
are" accomplished under Task B.," SUrvey". UtiliziDJ the method of
aver~gp end arpa, the c~pacity was determined to be 100.7 ac.ft. (acre
feet). This compares to a record capacity of 100.25 ac. ft.

It is assumed, therefore, that siltation duriDJ the life of the
respt'vrJir has been minimal and. has had no major effect on the
reservo i r capac; ty. The method.c:; am equirment used to determine
current sto!'agp capacity have an accuracy of ±5%. EquatiDJ 100.7
dc.ft. to ga.1lons yields 33 milJon gallons. This number will be used
f\S the fl'lCL'-:inmm. storage capacity available in estimatiDJ the overall
yieJr] AIld ope-rot ion of the Supply System.

2. Spillway and OUtlet Wbrks
PrepRrm By \l1Pst-prn Water Consultants, Inc.

a. Flood Analysis

Ploexl hydrology studies for the sage Creek dam site involved
11,:>v~lopnent of hydrographs for the 100- and 500-year recurrence
j ntpf"val events, as we] 1 as the 1/4 PMF, 1/2 PMF am full PMF
(Probah.lp. Maximum Flood). All floods were developed usirg
!',=d nft-lll-t'unoff modeling. FollcwiDJ flood hydrograph synthesis,
rOllting compntation.s were performed to assess reseIVOir
dttenl.1ation of the floods and sp.illway perfornance. Finally, a
dambreak analysis was performed to evaluate the effects of an
nvertoppi~J-induced failure of the embankment.

Flood Hydrograro Develo~nt

rd 1 f loeJO hydrographs d(N~.1()ped for this report used the uni t
},'/drnJraph techniqup.s SPot forth in ~~:i9rl.....Q.t SJnC!lL~ (tJSBR,
,·,'v. 1987). This proceclurf' h;~s been adapted for USH on personal
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computers by western water Consultants, Inc. The input
requirements for the model, and their values as used for this
study are:

1 . Drainage Basin Area
2. water Course Length
3. Water Course to Basin Centroid
4. Elevation Difference
5. Marming 's Kn - Watershed Average
6. 50S Runoff CUJ:ve Number
7 . Minimum Infiltration Loss Rate

1 . 2 square mi les
2.4 miles
1.3 miles
940 feet
0.05
79
O. 12 injhour

IteJlLC:> 1 4 above are geomorphic parameters and were obtained form
USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps of the basin. Item 5 describes the
roughness of the basin surface during overland flew and was taken from
a table of representative values in Design of Small Dams. Item 6 was
computed by area-weighting the hydrologic soils groups for the soils
mapped in the basin. Item 7 describes the average infiltration rate
for the basin soils under saturated conditions, and is related to the
hydrologic grouping of the soils (McCUen, 1982).

The estimated time of concentration for the basin is less than one
hour, so one hour precipitation events were modeled when developing
the inflow floods. The one-hour rainfall depths used in the rainfall
runoff modeling process were:

lOO-year 1.89 inches
500-year 2.37 inches
PMP 10.0 inches

The 100- and 500-year rainfall depths were obtained fran the NOAA
Atlas for Wyaning (Miller et. ~l., 1973). The PMP (Prob:1ble Maximum
Precipitation) value was determined fran Hydrcmeteorological Report
No. 55 (HMR 55) (National weather Service, 1984), as amended, am is
the ten square mile, one hour amount. 'The PMP was used to canpute the
FMF at the site.

The resul tin:;;r f load hydrographs at the Sage Creek Dam were computed to
have the following characteristics:

100-Year Event
!iOO-Year Event
1/4 ~
1/2 PMF
PMF

Peak, .cfs
360
620

1,500
3,000
6,000

Volume, ac-ft
23
40

110
220
440

These hydrographs do not consider routing through Spicer sage Stock
Reservoir, which ~ld attenuate the peaks. 'I11e 1/4 and 1/2 PMF
values were derived as fractions of the PMF, and were not canputed by
modeling.
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RoutiOO Studies

Reservoir flood routing canputations were performed usirg a
computerized Modified Puls technique. This procedure requires
know1Podge of the storage-discharge relation for the reservoir. For
the sage Creek emergency spillway, survey data allCMed canputation of
discharge as a function of reservoir water level and thus reservoir
cap::3.cJty. Dc:Mnstream of the spillway crest, the slope of the spillway
channel is steep enough to maintain supercritical flow, thus the
spillway crest is a control which forces the -flow through critical
depth. Energy equations were used to convert critical flow depth in
the spillway to reservoir elevation. The computed storage-discharge
curve for Sage Creek Reservoir is presented in Figure 1.

The 100- and 5OC-year and 1/4 PMF inflow hydrographs- were routed
through sage Creek Reservoir, assumirg a full reServoir at the
begilming of the flood, to check the capacity of the existing spillway
configuration. The routed hydrograph characteristics are:

Event
1DO-year
500-year Event
1/4 PMF

Routed Peak Outflow, cfs
100
190
635

Freeboard
3.7 feet
3.1 feet
0.8 feet

Freeboard is the vertical distance _between the dam creat am the
.maximum reservoir water surface elevation during the spill. For the
routing computations, a dam crest elevation of 5,525.9 and spillway
crest elevation of 5,520.9 were used. Figure 2 shows the inflow and
routed outflow hydrographs for the three events shown above.

The Wyoming State Engineer's Office (SEQ) requires a minimum freeboard
of 1.5 feet during passage of the inflow design flood, a criterion met
for both the 100- and 500-year floods with the existing spillway. The
resul ts also indicate that, al though freeboard is not within SEQ
requirements, the 1/4 PMF events can also be passed without
overtopping the embankment.

Routing studies for Spicer sage Stock Reservoir (the imp:>undment
immediately upstream of sage Creek Reservoir, Permit No. 967 Stock
Res. ) indicate that the 100- and 500-year floods, and the 1/4 PMF, do
not overtop the dam. Therefore, these floods at sage Creek Dam do not
include the effects of a breach of Spicer sage Dam. However, the 1/2
RvtF and PMF events apparently wi]l overtop the Spicer sage embanlonent,
so these flood hydrographs at sage Creek Dam do include the effects of
a dambreak of the upstream reservoir.

Routing compntations using the 1/2 PMF and PMF events, which include
the breaching effects of Spicer sage Dam, show that both floods cause
overtopping of the Sage Creek Reservo.; r embankment.
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Dambreak AnalYSis

Analysis of an overtopping-induced breach of sage Creek Reservoir was
performed to evaluate the risk of severe damage or loss of life in
dCMnStream reaches. The dambreak hydrographs were developed using the
Anny Corps of Engineers' HEC-I Flood Hydrograph Package. The
hydrograph created by HEC-I for the sage Creek Dam was routed
downstream, in order, through the follCMing existing structures:

1. The culvert crossing at Wyoming Boulevard (OUter Drive)
2. Galles Stables Stock Reservoir (just belCM OUter Drive)

(Permit No. 8366 Stock Res.)
3. Pratt No. 1 ,Stock Reservoir

(Permit No. 72 Stock Res.)
4. Pratt Park Reservoir (just above 15th Street)

(Permit No. 8053 Res.)
5. 12th Street crossing
6. Swanton Street crossing.

The HEC-I model was run such that if structures 2, 3, or 4 above were
overtopped, their breach hydrographs would be canputed and included in
the resul ts . I t was asstD1led structures 1, 5, and 6 could be
overtopped without failure.

Two runs were made using HEC-l. First (case 1), the effects
downstream were computed for the si tuation resu.l ting from a PMF event
occurring at Sage Creek Dam (including the breach of Spicer sage) with
the existing spillway. This condition results in a breach of Sage
Creek Dam. The second run (Case 2) assumes a spillway at sage Creek
Dam capable of passing the PMF, thus the dam does not breach and
instead the PMF is routed downstream. The purpose of these two runs
was to compare the level of flooding downstream if sage Creek Dam
broke due to a PMF event wi th the flooding levels associated with the
routed PMF. Thus, the reduction in flooding hazard afforded by a PMF
spillway could be examined. In both runs, no additional water was
brought into the system (such as tributary inflow), even though it is
recognized that in an event as large as the PMF there probably also
WJuld be contributions to flooding from the lCMer reaches of the
basin.

selection of parameters for describing in advance the characteristics
of an earthen dam breach is recognized as an imprecise art. This is
primarily due to the many factors potentially influencing the speed
and sj ze of a dambreak. Therefore a dambreak modeling study requires
selecting reasonable values from tables or nomographs prepared fran
the study of past failures. SUch procedures are discussed by
MacDonald and I.,angridge-Monopolis (1984). Parameter values selected
for model ing of the sage Creek Dam breach were:

Parameter
Time to Failure (min.)
Depth of Breach (feet)
Breach SidesI opes (H:V)
Breach Width at Bottan (feet)
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Flood hydrograph..s for the two HEC-1 runs described earlier were routed
down the sage Creek channel to East second Street using the Muskingum
hydrologic routing technique. It is recognized that routirg of a
dambreak flood wave may be more accurately performed using unsteady
fla-J equations. However, the solutions to these equations are
tyt>.ica.11y very unstable, especially when there are dramatic changes in
thp channel cross-section characteristics such as encountered along
sage Creek. The programs available for the unsteady flow solutions
also tend to be much less flexible for defining cross-section
locations and characteristics, thereby reducirg their sensitiVity to
chang~s in channel shape and slope. Thus, use of the hydrologic
routing technique was deemed reasonable for the dambreak routing
r~ljrements of this report.

Results

Routed hydrograph peaks were quantified at several p:>ints along sage
Creek for the tw::> runs described above. Attenuation of the floods is
indicated by the reduction in peak flow in the downstream direction.

Peak Flows in cfs

case No.

Location
Inf low to sage Creek Res.
Flow below sage Creek Dam
Flow belCM OUter Drive
Flaw below Galles Stbls. Stk. Res.
Inf low to Pratt No. 1 Stk. Res.
FlCM below Pratt No. 1 Stk. Res.
Inflow to Pratt Park Res.
Flow below Pratt Park Res.
Flow at East second Street

1
Sage Cr. Dambreak

7,907
15,343
12,805
12,652
10,501
10,342
8,600
7,268
5,838

2
PMF Spillway

7,907
6,969
6,386
5,852
5,257
5,978
5,009
3,017
2,645

Flooding levels potentially affect existing residential neighborhoods
be low Pratt Park Reservoir. Therefore, between this point and East
Second Street, the Army Corps of Engineers' HEC-2 water SUrface
Profiles program was used to estimate flooding depths and widths for
the tw::> cases. Channel cross-sections were taken from 2-foot contour
m3.ps avaj lable from the City.

Six cross-sections established between Pratt park Reservoir and East
second Street w=re given the letter designations J through o. Flows
a t each cross-section were interpolated from the peaks at the upstream
and downstream ends of the reach shown above. Mcmning's "n" at each
cross--section . was selected to be 0.04 for the main channel and 0.06
fol' overbank areas. Preliminary caJculations for the reach indicated
the flcx:rl flows would be subcritic.al, so the HEC-2 ana.1ysls was
perfnn~ for subcritical flow.
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Table 1 shows computed floodI>lain widths and water surface elevations
at the six cross-sections. The results shcM that while flooding for
the dambreak case is greater than for the routed J?MF without a
dambreak, the difference is not dramatic. Both floods overtop the
street crossings at 12th, Swanton and East Second Streets and would
impede traffic: flow. Both floods also approach or exceed ground
elevations near homes. The dambreak case raises water levels an
average of about 2.1 feet above the ground surface elevations at
adjacent hames, a situation not necessarily considered life
threatening. From this analysis, it does not appear that the
cOI~struction of a PMF capacity spillway at sage Creek dam will
significantly reduce risks to human life or severe damage compared to
the dambreak case.

Table 1.

Cross'"
section

Floodway Characteristics
Creek, casper, Wyaning.

. Approximate
Location

for Selected Floexis Along Lower sage

Floc:xiplain
Widths (ft)

case 1 case 2

J
K
L
M
N
o

Cross
Section

350 ft downstream of 15th Street
700 ft downstream of J
500 ft downstream of 12th Street
1,030 ft downstream of L
350 ft downstream of ~ton St.
400 ft upstream of EaSt 2nd Street

Estimated water Surface Elevation:
Case 1 case 2

242
448
399
553
149
167

187
131
94

266
105
135

Fstimated
Ground

Elevation*

J
K
L
M
N
a

5,215.37
5,209.73
5,201.24
5 / 188.32
5,173.55
5,102.95

5,213.39
5,207.07
5,198.23
5,186.66
5,171.30
5,161.13

5,212
5,208
5,200
5,187
5,174
5,160

Notes:
case 1 describes the modeled breach of sage Creek Dam.
case 2 describes the routed PMF from sage Creek Dam without a br·each.

* At nearest residences on a particular cross-section.
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3. Stability Analysis

Refer to Task D - Geotechnical Investigation, page 22.

4. Conceptual Embankment Design

Refer to Task D - Geotechnical Investigation, page 20.

5. Conceptual Pipeline Design
By Vk>rthington, Lenhart, carpenter and Johnson, Inc.

Design for replacement of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline began with
reduction of the field information gathered under Task B., "SUrvey".
The existing steel and cast iron lines were traced on the ground using
magnetic devices. The alignment profiled and shown on Plan Sheets 1
through 4 coincides as closely as possible to the route of the
existing pipeline. Design alignment would parallel the existing line
with an offset of 5 feet to avoid conflict with the existing line.
Once the new line is installed, the old line would be abandoned in
place.

As mentioned before,! the City has easement for the existing pipeline.
In the opinion of personnel with the BLM, the width of this easanent
is 100 feet being -50 feet each side of centerline. By offsetting 5
feet with the new alignment, the easement boundaries should not be
encroached upon.

1. Casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline Fran Point of Diversicn to sage
Creek Reservoir.

The capacity of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipel ine from the point
of diversion to the sage Creek Reservoir is limited by order of
the State Board of Control to 2.37 cfs (1064 gpn). This capacity
represents the maximum amount of water adjudicated for municipal
use by the City of casper. At this time, the amount of water
appropriated in Elkhorn Creek far exceeds the actual flow. It is
assumed, then, that no additional water rights will be
adjudicated on Elkhorn Creek. With this assumption, the design
capacity of this section of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline is
selected as 2.37 cfs with no provision for additional future
capacity.

The pipeline fran the point of diversion on Elkhorn. Creek to the
Sage Creek Reservoir was divided into tw:> sections. section 1 is
from the point of diversion to the abarrloned filtration plant
just east of the reservoir. Section 2 is fran the abandoned
filtration plant to the reservoir itself. The reason that two
sections were analyzed separately is because of the extre~

elevation difference bebaeen the abandoned filtration plant and
the reservoir. The design analysis for this portion of the
Gasper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline is as follCMS.
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Design Analysis, CBrsper Bl.ldnm C1"eek Pipeline
Point of Diversien en Elkhorn Creek to tb.! sage Creek Reservoir.

section 1

Length = 8800.0 ft. - Sta. 0+00 , p:>int of diversion on Elkhorn
.Creek to Sta. 88+00 , location near
the abandoned filtration plant.

Elevation difference = 230.0 ft. - Elevation of Sta. 0+00, 5970.
Elevation of Sta. 88+00, 5740.

Slope, S= 230.0/8800 = 0.026 ft./ft.(assumed linear).

M3nning's n = 0.010 (PVC)

Area of 8" dia. pipe, A = 0.349 sq.ft.

wetted perimeter, P, flCMing full = 2. 09~ ft.

Hydraulic Radius, R = A/P = 0.167

Solution of Manning's equation, Q = 1.49(A/n)(R2/3)(Sl/~); Q

= 2.54 cfs which is approximately equal to 2.37 cfs.- Minor

losses have been neglected. Static pipeline pressure = (230.0

ft.)(62.4 lbs./cu.ft.)(144 lbs./sq.in.) = 100 psi(lbs./sq.in.)

Energy loss in tenns of head in feet due to pipe friction is

f (LID) (Q2) /2gA2) ,

=calculated using the

where

Darcy-weisbach equation, H
L

f = 0 . 02 ; L = 8800 ft.; D =

8"/12"/ft.; A = 0.349 sq.ft.; Q = 2.54 cfs; and 9 = 32.2

ft./sec 2
. Therefore, HL=o.02(8800/0.667)(2.542)/(6~.4XO.3492)

= 224 ft., which is Jess than 230.0 ft. If Q = 2.37 cfs (the

design capacity) is used, HL = 189.0 ft. If minor losses are

neglected, the dynamic pressure at sta. 88+00 = 230.0ft. -

189.0 ft. = (41 ft.)(62.4/144) = 17.8 psi.
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section 2.

A similar analysis was performed for Section 2:

Length = 2100 ft. - Sta. 88+00, location near the abarrloned
filtration plant~ to Sta. 109+00, the
tenninus of section 2 at the sage Creek
Reservoir.

Elevation difference = 220.0 ft. - Elevation of Sta. 88+00, 5740.
Elevation of Sta. 109+00,5520.

Slope = 220.0/2100 = 0.105 ft./ft.(assumed linear).

All other variables remain the same as a1:x>ve. Therefore, Q =

1.49(A/n) (R
2/ 3 ) (Sl/2) = 5.11 cfs > 2.37 cfs. HL =

f(L/D) (Q2)/(2gA2 ) ,= 216.0 ft. < 220.0 ft. This is the maximum

capaci ty of Section 2. However, when Q = 2.37 cfs, ~ = 45.0

ft. which is acceptable. The controlling criteria for

selecting 8" dia. pipe for Section 2 is the anticipited

discharge velocity. When Q = 2.37 cfs; V,8" = 6.8 ft. /see. :

V,6" = 12.1 ft./sec. (V = Q/A).

Under static conditions, the maximum line pressure will occur

at Station 97+00. This pressure, which NJUld only occur if

the proposed gate valve at Station 98+50 were closed, ~uld be

Elev. 5970 - Elev. 5634 = (336 ft.)(62.4/144) = 146 psi.

Class 150 pipe will be used in all construction (maximum

operating pressure, 150 psi) .

TIle energy of the f lCMing water at the point of discharge into the sage
Creek Reservoir will be dis.'3ipated using a concrete charmel 30 feet in
length extending into the sage Creek Reservoir to elevation 5514±. The
surface of this channel will have protrusions necessary to dissipate the
energy of the flowing fluid sufficient to reduce erosion that will
otherwise take place.
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Diversion Strocture on Elkhorn creek
Station 0+00

A major component of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline is the diversion
structure located on Elkhorn Creek at Station 0+00. This structure was
visually in..c;pected on two different occasions to evaluate its perfonnance
and overall condition. It was decided that replacement of this structure
w::.>uld be best to facilitate the necessary replacement of the intake works.
The propcr-;"':F=lf' r11vel'sion dam will be cast in place concrete supported on a
mat foundation. The stilling basin immediately upstream of the diversion
dam will be cleaned of all silt deposits, and a baffle installed at
midpoint to further aid in the removal of stream-born sediments. It is
fel t that removal of the maximum amount of sediment at this point will mean
less maintenance of the pipeline dCMnStream of the diversion point.
However, periodic cleaning of the stilling basin will still be required,
and will be best accomplished by a track-mounted hoe. The diversion dam
will have a calibrated weir to aid in the monitoring of stream flows.
Seepage under and around the diversion dam will be lessened by
reconstruction, but not totally eliminated. The intake w:>rks will allow
for remova 1 of water at ~ elevations. During periods of high stream
fl~, water will be diverted at Elevation 5972. During periods of low
stream flCM, water w.i.ll be diverted at Elevation 5969. Maximum high water
line in the stilling. basin will be 5975. Maximum l~ water line will be
5970.0.

Immediately dCMnStream of the diversion dam, a meter vault is proposed that
will contain a lCMhead, high volume meter with remote readout for
monitoring diverted flCMrate and quantity. The ability to bypass the meter
will be provided for periodic maintenance. A surface operated valve will
allow for control of the diverted flowrate. This vault will be constructed
of c.-ast in placeconcl'ete, and will be made waterproof.

Pipeline Ganponents

Two essential components of the Casper Elkhorn Creek pipeline are Air/Vac
valve assemblies (Air and Vacuum Valves), and. blowoff assemblies. The
location of these assemblies are indicated on the referenced Plan and
Profile Sheets.

Air will accumulate at high points along the pipeline and must be evacuated
to maintain efficient fla-l of water. Should the system suddenly lose
pressure, air rm.1St be reintroduced .into the line to prevent vacuum and
possible collapse of the pipe. The Air/Vac assembly will accanplish both
of these flIDct ions.

The ability to periodically flush and drain the pipeline will be essential
to prolonging the lifespan of the system. With this ability in place,
:~ediment build up can be eliminated. In addition, the line may be drained
at the em of the irrigation season to prevent frost damage to the pipe.
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2. casper Blkhorn Creek Pipeline fraI. the Sage Creek Reservoir to
the casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir (Golf Course Reservoir).

'I11e minimum acceptable capacity of the casper Elkhorn Creek
Pipeline from the sage Creek Reservoir to the casper Parks No. 2
Reservoir is 2.37 cfs. The capacity of the pump system at the
Golf CotU'se is 2.23 cfs. The proposed design of this portion of
the pipeline will allow for direct diversion into the pump system

_or byI:ass into the casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir. A 10-inch
diameter line will accanmodate the design flow of 2.37 cfs. An 8
inch diameter line is not large enough. A 12-inch line will
carry more flow, but at this time the additional expense is not
justified. If the pump capacity at the Golf Course facility
ever exceeds 2.37 cfs, then direct diversion will not be
possible.

A minimum' water level in the sage Creek Reservoir was established
at Elevation 5508 (capacity = 13.4 acre feet). This elevation
will allow for enough water to remain to support the existing
aquatic life. Dra\down below this level is not reconunended.
Elevation 5508 was used as the high ];X)int in analyzing the
pipeline hydraulics from this reservoir to the casper Parks No. 2
Reservoir. Two high ];X)ints occur along the pipeline route
between the two reservoirs. Elevation 5480 occurs at Station
28+25, and Elevation 5410 occurs at Station 105+00. When the
flow in the pipeline is 2.37 cfs, line pressure at Station 28+25
is 4 psi; line pressure at Station 105+00 is 9 psi; and line
pressure at Station 125+90 is 33 psi. This pressure represents
an estimate of the available pump intake pressure for the Golf
Course irrigation system. An estimated 33 percent decrease in
energy consumption would result at this facility as a result.

Obviously I when the water level in the sage Creek Reservoir is
above Elevation 5508, increased line pressures will result.
During actual operation of the system, however, the quantity of
water being diverted as the water level approaches Elevation 5508
will be substantially less than 2.37 cfs. "

The existing pipeline route from the sage Creek Reservoir to the
casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir was abandoned in favor of a more
economical alternative route indicated on the Plan Sheets as the'
"Proposed Route" . Details of costing will be included under Task
"G", Cost Estimates. The pro];X)Sed route bypasses a heavily
developed portion of casper. Because the cost savirigs are
substantial, and no apparent benefits would be gained by using
the existing route, no further discussion of the proposed
pipel ine route is necessary.

As with the pipeline frem the ];X)int of diversion on Elkhorn Creek
to the sage Creek Reservoir, Air/Vac and blowoff assemblies will
be installed to provide the most efficient pipeline possible.
These locations are shown on the Plan Sheets.
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The embankment at the sage Creek Reservoir will be breached to
allCM installation of the new outlet works. Just downstream of
the embankment, a meter vault is proposed that will contain a
lcwh.ead, high volume meter with remote readout for monitoring
diverted flowrate and quantity. The ability to bypass the meter
will be provided for periodic maintenance. Operation of the
control valve, however, will be either electric or manual.
Because of the need to operate this control valve on a day to day
hasis, it is felt that by.allowing operation of this valve from'
the pump house located at the Golf Course facility, one manhour
per day plus associated expenses would be saved. As a result,
travel to and fran the Sage Creek Reservoir will be kept to a
minimum. A lCM capacity signal wire will be installed in the
trench 'from reservoir to reservoir. Electrical power for the
valve will be accessed at the meter vault.

The energy of the flowing water at the point of discharge into
the Casper Parks No. 2 Reservoir wi11 be dissipated using a
concrete, charmel 30 feet in lergth exterxiing into the reservoir
to elevation 5320+/-. The surface of this channel will have
protrusions necessary to dissipate the energy of the flCMing
fluid sufficient to reduce erosion that will otherwise take
place.

In HNTB's preliminary report, five raw water taper were
identified. The taps are currently unmetered, and provide water
for stock and residential irrigation. It is proposed to
accommodate each of these services by providing a tap on the new
pipeline. In addition to the tap, a meter will be installed with
remote readout for quantifying usage. The size of these taps
range from 1" to 2". Exact locations are not kncMn at this time.
Further investigation may· uncover the approXimate location.
Hc:Mever, dl1r.ing the course of construction, it is assumed the
actual locations of any unknown taps may be found.

An add! tional expense associated with pipeline replacement is
providing permanent access from OUter Drive to the sage Creek
Reservoir dam site. Currently, access is gained along the
existing private road from Outer Drive to the Jerome Galles
residence located near the east abutment of the embankment at the
reservoir (Alternative No.1). Both permanent access and
construction access would be granted by the current land owner
along this route, provided the existing roadway is reconstructed.
Reconstruct ion would be less expensive than building an entirely
new roadway along a dl:e-ferent route. Reconstruction would
involve widening the travelway, prOViding adequate drainage, am
installing a gravel surface.

'The second alternative (Alternative No.2) for access and the
pipeline installation fran sage Creek reservoir to OUter Drive
has been identified along the west line of the El/2NWI/4 of
Section 7.7 , and is shown on Plan and Profile Sheets 2 and 3.
Costing for this alternative is shown under Task "G", page 95.
The pipeline costs for the twJ alternative aligrnnents have been
assumed to be equal for ptlrposes of this Level II report.
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Benefi ts associated with Alternative No. 2 would include the
access route paralleling the pipeline route. For routine
maintenance I this would be far better than Alternative No. I,
where the pipeline route may be difficult to access because of
its proximity to the charmel of sage Creek.

At this time, a boundary dispute has been identified between the
CWI1ers of the Wl/2NWI/4 and El/2NWI/4. This dispute may be cause
for delay of the Project should the Alternative No. 2 route 'be

.selected.

Pipeline easements to acquire are as identified 01) the Plan
Sheets. Proposed· construction easement width is 40 feet.
Permanent operation and maintenance easement width is 20 feet.
Access easement width would be 60 feet. An estimated cost for
acquiring these easements is identified under Task rrG rr , Cost
Estimate.
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TASK F - PERMITTIt«.;· AND~AL

Prepared By
Worthington, Lenhart, carpenter & Johnson, Inc.

Construction permits will need to be secured fran the state Engineer's
Office for the proposed improvements to the embankment at the sage Creek
Reservoir, and right-of-way permits from the Wyaning Highway Department and
Natrona County for pipeline ~rk in OUter Drive and McKinley Street,
respectively.

In addition, the enlargement of the sage Creek Reservoir that was applied
for in 1952 has not been adjudicated. In conversations with the State
Engineer's Office, it was reccmnended that the proposed improvements be
constructed before adjudication was requested. Once the improvements are
canplete, reqUest for adjudication of this enlargement should be made to
the State Board of Control.

Also, an enlargement application to supply Permit No. 5908R (enlargement of
the Sage Creek Reservoir) needs to be filed for Permit No. 7304.# casper
Elkhorn Creek Pipeline. Adjudication is already in process for the
reservoir supply portion of Permit 7304, which supplies Pennit No. 879R
(the original application for the sage Creek Reservoir) .

At this time, application has been made for the' casper Parks No. 2
Reservoir (locally known as the Golf Course Reservoir). However,
processing of this application may take sane time. The~ and Project
Sponsor will be kept C1Jrrent of the status of this application.
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TASK G - COST ESTIMATE

Prepared By Worthington, Lenhart, carpenter & Johnson, Inc.

The cost estimate for the casper Raw water SUpply System is divided into
~ parts; 1. Replacement of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline, and 2.
Cost to Rehabilitate the sage Creek Reservoir.

1. Cost Estimate for Replacement of the casper Elkhorn Creek Pipeline.

Item
No. Description

Estimated
Quantity

Cost Per
Each

Total
Cost

1. 8" dia. CL 150
PVC Water Line 10,930 L.F. $ 14.75/L.F. $161,217.50

2. 8" Gate Valves

3. 8"x4" Blowoff
Assemblies

4. Air/Vac
Assemblies, 8"

5. Misc. Pipe
Fittings, 8"

6. Diversion
Structure

7. Meter Vault

8. Concrete Energy
Dissipator

9. 10" CL 150
PVC waterline

10. Signal Wire

11. 10" Gate Valves

12. 10"x4" Blowoff
Assemblies

13. Air/Vac.
Assemblies, 10"

14. Misc. Pipe
Fittings, 10"

10 EA.

4 EA.

4 EA.

Lump Sum

Lump Sum

2 EA.

2 EA.

12,790 L.F.

12,790 L.F.

12 EA.

9 EA.

9 EA.

Lump sum
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750.00 EA.

1,457.00 EA.

2,063.00 FA.

4,000.00 IS

35,800.00 IS

14,877.25 EA.

1,500.00 EA.

20.00/L.F.

0.25/L.F.

1,000.00 EA.

1,707.00 EA.

2,063.00 EA.

5,000.00 IS

7,500.00

5,828.00

8,252.00

4,000.00

35,800.00

29,754.50

3,000.00

255,800.00

3,197.50

12,000.00

15,363.00

18,567.00

5,000.00



15. Connect to Existing
Golf Cou~se Piping Lump Sum

16. 16" Check valve 1 EA.

17. Horizontal Bore 200 L.F.

18. Water Services 5 EA.

19. Intake Structure
at C'.asper Ci ty Res. Lump sum

20. Alternative 1.,
Access Roadway
Reconstruction Lump Sum

20A. Alternative 2.,
Access AC~lisition

and Roadway Con
struction, Sage Crk.
R~. to Outer Drive Lump SUm

21 . Ftght-of-way
Aqnisition 11 Acres

22. Revegetation 24,000 L.F.

3,000.00 IS

2,500.00 EA.

150.00/L.F.

500.00 FA.

46,000.00 IS

25,900.00 IS

50,080.00 IS

2,OOO.00/Acre

2.00/L.F.

3,000.00

2,500.00

30,000.00

2,500.00

46,000.00

25,900.00

50,080.00

22,000:00

48,000.00

Estimated Pipeline Cost, SUb-total

Construction Engineering, 10%

Constrtlction Contingency, 15%

Total Estimated Pipeline Cost

Estimated Pipeline' Cost with Item 20A

Estimated Pipeline Cost, SUb-total

Construction Engineering, 10%

Construction Contingency, 15%

Total Estimated Pipeline Cost '
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$745,179.50

$ 74,518.00

$111,777.00

$931,474.50

$769,359.50

$76,935.00

$115,404'.00

($961,699.50)



2. Cost Estimate for Rehabilitatian of the sage creek Reservoir.

Item Estimated Cost Per Total
No. Description Quantity Each Cost----

I. Riprap 5510 T. $ 25.21/T. $138,907.10

2. Bedding 3860 T. 18.20/T. 70,252.00

3. Toe Drain 3400 T. 15.81/T. 53,754.00

4. Drainage Blanket 3850 T. 18.20/T. 70,070.00

5. Drainage SUpport
Fabric 1278 Sq.Yd. 3.75/Sq.Yd. 4,792.50

6. Site Grading,
Clearing and
Grubbing Lump sum 10,000.00 LS 10,000.00

7. Fill Placement 12,000 Cu.Yd. 2.50/Cu.Yd. 30,000.00

8. Revegetation 9 Acres 750.00/Ac. 6,150'.00

9. Reconstruct
Emergency Spillway
St.ructure Lump sum 18,000.00 LS 18,000.00

Estimated Reservoir Cost, SUb-total $405,525.60

Construction Engineering, 10 % $ 40,252.56

Construction Contingency, 15 % $ 60,378.84

Total Estimated Reservoir Cost $506,157.00

Total Estimated Cost, casper Raw water SUpply System $1,431,631.50·

(With Item 20A.) (1,461,856.50)

This cost represents an accurate accounting of all Project components, and
is intended to provide the~ and Project Sponsor with the infonnation
they need to pursue funding for this Project.
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TASK H - F1XKM!C ANALYSIS

Prepared By western Research Corporation

1.0 Benefit-cost Analysis

1.1 Introduction

The plI'pOSe of this benefit-cost analysis of the casper Raw water system is
to compare the benefits and costs of two alternative approaches to
supplyirg irrigation water to the Casper Municipal Golf course. These
approaches are:

Al ternative 1 -- Rehabilitation of sage Creek Reservoir anj the
installation of new pipelines form the Elkhorn Diversion to the
reservoir and from the reservoir to the municipal golf course.

Alternative 2 -- Permanently breaching sage Creek Reservoir and
'purchasing golf course irrigation water fran the casper Board of
Public Utilities (BPU).

Either alternative will require the use of approximately 60 million gallons
of irrigation water annually at the golf course during the May 1 through
OCtober 15 irrigation season. Ther~ will be no significant difference in
the benef i ts received· by the golf course under either alternative. Thus,
the benefit-cost analysis. focuses on the cost differences associated with
each of the two al ternatives. The cost analysis also considers costs
associated with foregone water rights if the dam is breached, as well as a
discussion of potential differences in flood control benefits.

This benefit-cost analysis is based upon the full cost of each alternative,
without taking into consideration any subsidies that may be provided for
the project through the Wyoming Water Developnent Conmission (~).

Project financing is. discussed in Section 2.0.

1.2 Direct Water SUpply Costs

Irrigation water for the Casper Municipal Golf Course has historically been
provided by a 0.6 cfs direct flow water right from Elkhorn Creek, and a 100
acre-foot storage right at sage Creek Reservoir. For this supply source to
remain viablf' in the future, the reservoir embankment must be reconstructed
and new pipel ines in.c:;talled form the Elkhorn Diversion to the reservoir and
fran the reservo.ir to the golf course. capital cost estimates for these
improvements indicate that rehabilitating the reservoir will cost
approximately $506,150 and the new pipelines will cost approximately
$931,476, for a total of $1,437,620 in capital costs. Operations and
maintenance costs are expected to be insignificant except for an annual
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payment to the owner of the reservoir site. The magnitude of this payment
was not considered in this preliminary analysis.

To convet't these capi tal costs to a per-gallon basis, it is necessary to
develop an equivalent annual cost stream over the project's expected life.
For purposes of this analysis, a 50-year project life was assumed.
Furthermore, a 7.9 percent nominal (not adjusted for inflation) discount
rate was used. This rate reflects the current opportunity cost of water
developnent funds that are invested by the Wyaning State Treasurer.

Based upon these assumptions, the armualized cost of the sage Creek
Reservoir Rehabilitation Project is $116,167 per year. Dividing by the
annual irrigation water demand of 60 million gallons yields a supply-cost
of $1.94/1,000 gallons.

The Casper Board of Public Utilities' current water charge is $0.92/1,000
gallons in excess of 2,000 gallons per month. This charge is significantly
less than the supply-cost of the sage Creek Rehabilitation alternative.
Thus, based upon water charges alone, obtaining irrigation water for the
gol f course from the Gasper Board of Public Utili ties would result in a
cost saving of approximately $60,967 annually when ccmpared with the sage
Creek Rehabilitation alternative. This cost saving has a present value of
approxilnately $754,500 when discounted over a 50-year period using a 7.9
percent discount rate.

This cost saving js not an accurate measure of the benefits of the BPU
alternative, hCMever, because it omits two other cost considerations.
First, while the Sage Creek Reservoir supply-cost of $1.94/1,000 gallons
can effectively be "locked in" over a 50-year period, BPU costs and user
charges probably will increase over the same period. Second, casper's
water treatment facility is being utilized at close to design capacity
during certain peak surmner periods. Thus, while supplying the golf course
through the BPU might not imply the need for immediate expansion of
treatment facilities, same additional capital costs will certainly be
associated with this alternative in the Dlture.

Although the supp.1y-cost of $1.94/1,000 gallons for the Sage Creek
alternative can be "locked in" by making the improvements now, future BPU
water delivery costs may increase due to inflation. A break-even analysis
indicates that if BPU water costs ~re to increase 2.5 percent annually
over the next 50 years, the two alternatives would have identical supply
costs.

1.3 Loss of. water Rights

If Sage Creek Dam is breached and the water supply pipelines abandoned,
casper will face the possibility of forfeiting its direct diversion water
right on Elkhorn Creek and its storage right at sage Creek Reservoir.
There is some possibility these rights could be transferred to other
diversion points. Preliminary conversations with the state Engineer's
office indicate that the Elkhorn Creek diversion right could possibly be
transferred to a direct flow right on the North Platte. Furthennore, there
is same rossibility that the sage Creek storage right could be transferred
to an equivalent storage right in Deer Creek Dam and Reservoir. Both of
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these transfers would require exten.sive hydrological analysis and
administrative hearings, though, arrl may result in the loss of all or some
of these rights. To the extent the transfers could be made, however, there
would be no direct economic cost associated with forfeiting water rights.

Assuming the water rights caIUl0t be transferred, the economic value of the
loss can be estimated as the cost of an equivalent alternative water
~~ly. The most likely alternative water supply source in this case is
Deer Creek Dam and Reservoir. Construction cost estimates developed by the
VMDC indicate that the cost of raw municipa.l water from the Deer Creek
Project will average approximately $2.11/1,000 gallons. This estimate was
derived by amortizing the capital costs of the reservoir over 50 years
using a 7.9 percent discount rate.

If we assume that the lost water rights must be replaced from Deer Creek at
a cost of $2.11/1,000 gallons, then the present value of that cost is
approximately '$1.5 million. This cost is in excess of the cost of
rehabilitating sage Creek Reservoir and building new pipelines and clearly
makes the reh:.' dLitat :ion option preferable.

1.4 Flood Control Considerations

Western Water Con-suI tants conducted routed hydrograph studies of the Sage
Creek Reservoir si te to detennine the impact of a probable maximunr flood
(PMF) dCMnStream of the reservoir site. The results are given in Table 1
for the rehabilitation alternative and for the intentionally breached dam.
The resul ts shCM that intentionally breaching the reservoir will reduce
peak flows dCMl1Stream in the case of a PMF occurrence. The analysis also
shows, however, that a PMF occurrence that causes a dam break at the
rehabilitated reservoir would not result in life-threatening water levels
in residential areas along the flood plain. Furthennore, a rehabilitated
sage Creek Reservoir would provide some minor attenuation of floods of less
magnitude, thus providing some small damage reduction benefits not offered
by the breaching alternative.

Expected flood damage reductions due to a probable maximum flood cannot be
quantified because there is no probability assigned to such an event.
Although damage would certainly be less under the breaching alternative if
a PMF occurs 1 the net present value of these damage savings is probably too
small .to have any influence on the outcome of the benefit-cost analysis. A
similar statement applies to potential damage reductions associated with
the rehabili tation alternative for less than PMF events~ For these
reasons, there appears to be little difference bebEen the alternat.ives in
terms of flcxx1 damage reduction benefits.
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TABLE 1

Peak Flows Associated with
a PMF OCcurrence at the

sage Creek Dam Site
(cfs)

Rehabilitated
Dam Breached

Location Break Dam

Inflow to Reservoir 7,907 7,907

Below Dam Site 15,343 7,907

Below Outer Drive 12,805 6,107

Below Galles Stables Reservoir 12,652 6,041

Inflow to Pratt No. 1 Reservoir 10,501 5,343

Below Pratt No. 1 Reservoir 10,342 5,557

Inflow to Pratt Park Reservoir 8,600 4,943

Below Pratt Park Reservoir 7,268 3,124

East second Street 5,838 2,673

Source: western water Consultants, Laramie, Wyoming, september I 1988.
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2.0 Ability to Pay

Local ability-to-pay for the sage Creek Dam rehabilitation project was
assessed by comparing the most favorable KiDC financing options for
rehabilitation projects with the alternative cost of purchasing water from
the Casper Board of Public Utilities. The most favorable~ financing
conditions i.nvolvea 50 'percent grant/50 percent loan mix with the loan
financed over a period of 50 years at four percent interest . These tenns
imply loca.l payments of $33,460 (with Item 20A. $34,165) armually for 50
years, and a supply price of $0.56/1,000 gallons. The state would provide
a subsidy of $1.38/1,000 gallons over the repayment period.

Reducing the repayment period to 35 years would resul t in armual local
payments of $38,510 (with Item 20A., $39,325), and a supply price of
$0.64/1,000 gallons. Under these conditions, the state would provide a
suooidy of $1.30/1,000 gallons over the repayment period. Either of these
alternatives implies a water price significantly lower than the current
$0.92/1,000 gallons rate charged by the casper Board of Public Utilities,
in addition to a one time tap fee of $250,000.00.
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